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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to develop, implement and analyze the performance of
force control algorithrns as applied to hydraulic manipulators. This work, which
comprises both experimental and simulatiom studies, is built upon the concept of
impedance contrd technique; this technique accommodates stable transition between
unconstrained and constrained motions. Position-based formulation of impedance control
is employed here because of the difficulty in implementing controlled torques on
hydraulic actuaths. First, a nonlinear proportional-integral position controller is
developed. It is shown that the controller accurately tracks position trajectones to within
0.2" of error, and regulates static trajectories to within 0.05" on a Unimate MK-II

hydraulic manipulator. The controller has these capabilities despite large manipulator
inertia, joint stiction, valve deadband and other nonlinearities. The positioner is then used
to implement the position-based impedance controller (PBIC) to the manipulator. Various
tests are performed to show that the PBIC can successfiilly replace the actual manipulator
dynarnics with those of the target impedance. Regulation of the end-effector force,
however, cannot be achieved using the PBIC alone. Various available methods that
potentially enable a PBIC to reguiate the force are identified, studied, and modified as
required. They are then applied, for the first time, to the hydraulic manipulator to
improve the force control capability of the PBIC. The improvements thus made are
twofold: through estimation of environmental pararneters and through modification of the
position reference. Accurate estimation of the environmentai pararneters is shown to be
possible through an off-line identification procedure. The on-line identification method,
which is built upon rninimization of the force prediction error, gives estimates that do not

tmly reflect the nature of the environment. The combination of these estimates, however,

can modiQ the position reference toward accurate force regulation. It is also shown that
the estimation part can be avoided by directly modiQing the position reference to
minimize the force error.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

PreliminaryRemarks

The field of robotic manipulation has been growing rapidly over the past two decades.
Industry has successfulIy adopted many robots which can be generally attributed to two
modes of operation. The first one involves unconstrained motion in space, in which it is
sufficient for the rnanipulator to track a trajectory in space. The second involves motion
that is constrained through contact with the environment'. Examples of this include
robots that perform such tasks as assembling, grinding, scraping, drilling, nuclear waste
remediation and extraterrestriai exploration.
An issue of central importance in al1 these applications is the problem of controlling the

interaction forces, Le., the interaction forces m u t be accommodated rather than resisted
in order to comply with the environmental constraints. Control of constrained
manipulators has been approached using two basic strategies. The first strategy, hybrid

positiodforce contrd (Raibert and Craig, 1981), is based on the observation that when

Environment is the work piece with which the rnanipulator rnakes contact for applying a certain force.

the manipulator end-effector is in contact with the environment, the space of the
end-effector coordinates can naturally be decomposed into a 'position subspace' and a
'force subspace'. These two subspaces correspond to the directions in which the endeffector is. respectively, fiee to move and constrained by the environment. This strategy
achieves cornpliant motion by explicitly controlling the end-effector position in the
position subspace, and controlling the interaction force in the force subspace. This
stratem is intuitively appealing, as it permits the contact force to be explicitly controlled,
which allows for the successfûl completion o f many robotic tasks, such as performing
consistent swipes in nuclear applications or contact-based surface inspections. However,
as a consequence of treating the position-control and force-control tasks separately, the

hybrid positiodforce-control methodology requires significant task planning and
control-law switching during implementation. Moreover, this strategy runs into
robustness problems, particularly during the transition between unconstrained and
constrained motions (Seraji and Colbaugh, 1997.)The second strategy, impedance control (Hogan, 1985; Kazerooni et al., 1986), is
concerned with regulating the 'mechanical impedance' of the robot end-effector. The
goal is to maintain a desired dynamic relationship between the end-effector position and
the end-effèctor/environment contact force. Ho.gan (198 5) indicated that a generalized,
nonlinear impedance consisting of some inertial, damping and stiffness characteristics
may mode1 this relationship. Consequently, Hogan hypothesized that a viable control
strategy for contact tasks would be to give the rnanipulator an impedance cornplementary
to that of the environment. The combined manlpulator-environment system should then

be well behaved, much like a matched impedance electric circuit (Hogan, 1985;
McCorrnick and Schwartz, 1993).
Impedance control provides a unified framework for considering both constrained and
unconstrained motion control problems, and possesses certain advantages for many
applications over hybrid positiodforce control. Unlike hybrid control methods that
attempt to control forces and motions in orthogonal directions, impedance control
consists of a single control law that accommodates extemal forces. As a result, it requires
little off-line task planning, provides robustness to uncertainties and disturbances, and
accommodates stable transition between unconstrained and constrained motions (Hogan,
1987; 1988).
The goal of an impedance control law is, as mentioned earlier, to achieve some target
dynamics consisting of selected inertial, darnping, and stiffhess parameters. Kazerooni
(1986) proposed a control law that implements the target dynamics of a generalized
n-dimensional damped linear spnng on an n-degree-of-fieedorn manipulator. Anderson
and Spong (1987) proposed an inverse dynamics controller that implements a secondorder linear target dynarnics. Colgate and Hogan (1988) suggested a methodology for
irnplementing a generalized single-degree-of-fieedom impedance controller. However, al1

the implementations reviewed thus f
a are based on the assumption that the manipulator
to be controlled can exert controllable torques (Hogan, 1987). While this assurnption is
acceptable for electrically actuated manipulators, it is not suitable for hydraulic
manipulators.
The main reason the assumption of controllable torques does not hold for hydraulic
manipulators is that while an electric actuator exerts a torque which is directIy

proportional to the control current (D'Souza, L988), the control current in a hydraulic
actuator acts to rnove the spool valve which controis the flow of hydraulic fluid into the
piston. This flow in tum causes a pressure build-up proportional to the actuator torque.
Even if the spool valve dynarnics are ignored, what the control current fundamentally
controls is the derivative of the actuator torque, rather than the torque itself, Therefore,
there is some lag automatically introduced into the system. Even if this lag is small in
cornparison to the target dynamics, the problem of controlling the force in the piston wiI1

be a real challenge (Conrad and Jensen, 1987). Another concem with torque-based
impedance control is that it requires a great deal of knowledge of the dynamic and
kinematic parameters of the robot, which may not be practical ifi many applications.
Field and Stepanenko (1993) have recently outlined an alternative approach to impedance
control concept, calied rnodel reference impedance control, in which the controller is
actually a position controller nested within a force feedback loop. Force feedback is used
in a digital mode1 of the target impedance to modi@ the position set-point. The concept

has been implemented on a six-degree-of-freedom electric manipulator. They have
demonstrated that the control system could exhibit the target dynamic behavior under a
series of tests of step changes in position or end-effector loading. This type of impedance
control is particularly suited to industrial manipulators that come equipped with built-in
position controllers. Pelletier and Doyon (1994) have discussed the typical application
and performance of such an impedance control scheme on an electrically actuated
manipulator. Nakashima et al. (1995) have also shown the successful implementation of
a similar concept applied to a semi-automatic, d u a l - m e d electric manipulator airned at
hot-line maintenance work. This concept, which is herewith termed 'position-based

impedance contro17, is suitable for application to hydraulic manipulators, given that it
does not require controlled actuator torques. In addition, the method requires no dynamic
rnodel of the robot, a feature that further simplifies the control.

1.2

The-Scope and O r p nizniion of the Strrdy

The goal of this study is to develop an impedance-based computer-control system capable
of unsupervised interaction of industria1 hydraulic manipulators with the environment.
Hydraulic manipulators are extensively utilized in mining, construction, and forestry
industries, as wel1 as undenvater explorations/inspections. They constantly interact with
the environrnent for which they have no model, and expenence different loading. They

are built based on the achievement of adequate performance with extreme environmental
tolerance and contamination. Therefore, they may show some non-ideal charactenstics
that have not been fülly investigated in the literature. To the best of the author's
knowledge, there is no document available on impedance-based force trackingkegulating
in hydraulic manipulators.
The focus of this thesis is on the application of the position-based impedance control
concept for force control studies in hydraulic manipulators. The method seems attractive,
since any control algonthm with path tracking ability can be adapted for this application.
Moreover, many manipulator-prograrnming systems are based on position controllers.
Therefore, the most appropriate implementation in practice is to use force feedback to
modie position cornrnands. The success of such an impedance controller, however,
depends on three conditions. Firstly, it depends on the behavior of the underlying position
controller. Secondly, it depends on the selection of the manipulator's target impedance

parameters. During constrained manipulation, the dynamics of the manipulator coupied
with its environment must be considered, and the target impedance should adapt to

variations in the environrnent impedance. Thirdly, it depends on the controller's ability to
track desired forces during contact - a problem cornrnon to both position-based and
torque-based impedance controls- It will be discussed later that, in an impedance control
mode, the end-effector force c m only be controlled indirectly, and a reference force
generally cannot be specified. In the ideal case, where the parameters of the environrnent
(Le. location and s t i a e s s ) are known, a reference position trajectory can be synthesized a
priori to produce the desired contact force. However, in practicai cases where the
environmental parameters are not known, an impedance controller tends to exhibit poor
force tracking characteristics. In fact, the inability of the system to track a reference
contact force has been considered the major disadvantage of impedance control over
hybrid positiodforce control. This last issue constitutes the main focus of the present
shidy, and will be addressed in more detail.
In this thesis, Chapter Two explains impedance control and classifies it into torque-based
and position-based. After the inability of impedance control to regdate the end-effector
force is shown, a background of efforts put forth by other researchers to provide forcetracking ability within an impedance control framework is presented. Chapter Three
discusses the kinematics and dynamics of the hydraulic manipuIator used as the test
station. In the modeling work, detailed dynamics of the manipulator including nodinear
hydraulic valve characteristics, flow deadband, saturation and stick-slip fiction are
incorporated. Based on this modeling, a complete simulation prograrn is developed that
closely resembles the actual hydraulic manipulator.

Chapter Four is devoted to

application of position-based impedance control to the hydraulic manipulator. Since the
performance of a position-based irnpedance controller greatly depends on the tracking
and regulating performance of its nested positioner, this chapter starts with the
developrnent of a novel nonlinear PI position controller appropriate for rugged hydraulic
manipulators. Chapter Five is devoted to providing force-tracking capability to a
position-based impedance controlled manipulator. Existing techniques for force
regulation, using the impedance control concept, are adapted and modified as required to
improve the force control capability of the PBIC. Comprehensive simulation studies are
performed followed by expenments, through formally designed set of tests, aiming at
evaluating their capability in force regulation of hydraulic manipulators.

Chapter 2
Background

2.1

What is Impedance Control?

Impedance control* is a general approach to the control of manipulation. The method is
intended to encompass the traditional positioning tasks performed by robots while
including the capability to handle static and dynarnic interactions between the
manipulator and the environment. Impedance control establishes a desired user-specified
dynanzic relationship, referred to as the target irnpedance, between the end-effector
position, x, and the contact force, f: The most comrnon implementation of impedance
control c o m p t e s a control torque which transforms the existing robot dynamics into a
desired form (Field and Stepanenko, 1993).

Consider an n-degree-of-freedorn

manipulator whose dynamics in Cartesian space, are described by

The term 'impedance control' was first inûoduced by Neville Hogan (1985) in his three-part paper as a
unified approach to al1 manipulation. Inspired by electrical systerns, Hogan argued that physical systems
corne in two types: admittances which accept effort (force, voltage) inputs and yieId flow (motion,
current) outputs; and irnpedances which accept flow (motion, current) inputs and yieId effort (force,
voltage) outputs. Seen frorn the environment, a manipulator must be an impedance type. The role of
impedance control is, therefore, to rnaintain a desired dynamic relationship between the end-effector
position and the end-effector/environrnent contact force.

w-here t is the vector of the joint torques suppIied by the actuators, x is the vector
representing the position and orientation of the manipulator's endpoint, H , (x) is the
inertia matrix, and C, (x, .t), g, (x)

. and f,(X)

represent centrifugaVCoriolis forces,

gravitational forces and Friction forces, respectively. Finally, J is the ~acobian'matrix of
the manipulator and f is the extemal force applied at the irnplement. In impedance

control, the desired dynarnics at the end-effector are ofien specified by a second-order
dynamics that m i ~ i c as mass-spring-damper system. The three common formulations of
the target impedance are (Seraji and Colbaugh, 1997):

where the term (x -x,)

denotes the change in Cartesian position fiom the commanded

trajectory, xr . M, C, and K are, respectively, the diagonal rnass, damping and stiffhess
matrices of the target irnpedance, specified by the user. Given the rnanipulator dynamics
in ( 2 4 , the required control torque to achieve the target dynamics ( 2 . 2 ~ )for example, is
given by

In robotics literature, this computed torque technique is referred to as 'torque-based
irnpedance control'. In this equation, it is seen that the technique is highly dependent on
the position and velocity dependent dynarnic charactenstics of the manipulator,

represented by t e m s

(x) , C, (x, .t), g, (x) , and

f;(2).

These terms are not readily

available for rnost industrial manipuIators,
An alternative implementation of impedance control is s h o w in Fig. 2.1. This
implementation, which has been termed 'model-reference impedance control' by Field
and Stepanenko (1993), utilizes the interaction force, sensed by a sensor, and cornputes
the corresponding motion of a linear mass-spring-damper model.

The existing robot

position controller (shown as a PID controller) is then used to track the model's output.
This N e of implementation does not necessarily require a robot model or even torquedriven actuators. Al1 that is required is a suitable position controller capable of path
tracking. This type o f impedance control is suitable for manipulators with hydraulic
actuators.

Force
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Fig. 2.1. Mode1 reference impedance control system

The model-reference impedance control, as descnbed above, is actually the extension of
two previously developed force control a l g o r i h s by Whitney (1977) and Salisbury
(1980). Whitney (1977) introduced the concept of damping control, which he called

'accommodation'.

In this control (see Fig. 2.2a), sensed forces at the end-effector give

rise to a velocity vector which is used to modie a comrnanded velocity trajectory. The
gain matrix, K, , determines the degree of modification. Salisbury (1980) introduced a
stiffness control scheme where instead of interpreting the sensed forces as velocity
modifications, they are transformed into position modifications in the implernent
coordinate system (see Fig. 2.2b). The apparent stiffness at the end-effector is set by a
stiffness matrix gain, Ks.Model-reference impedance control technique actually expands
upon the above two methods by combining them and adding an inertial term.
Hogan (1985) noted that no physicaily realizable system could eliminate the inertial
effects of the manipulator. By adding the inertial term, the apparent inertia as seen at the
end-effector could also be modified.

Force
Sensor

Robot
F
Sensor
8
Environmcnr 9

I

(a) Damping (Accommodation) Control

(b) Stiffhess Control

Fig. 2.2. Damping (accommodation) and stiffness control systems

2.2

Impedance Control and Force Tracking

In the beginning, impedance control, as defined by Eqs. (2.2), was employed only to
provide a cornpliant and stable transition between unconstrained and constrained motions
and it did not have any force reference. However, using impedance control as a method

for force tracking has been the focus of many papers as there has been a growing interest
in this problem. Goldenberg (1988) suggested adding a reference force to the force
required by the target impedance. This is equivalent to adding another impedance in
paralle1 with the target impedance. The superposition property of impedance control
rnakes such an approach permissible (Hogan, 1985). Therefore, to accomplish force
tracking, a force set-pointJ,

is specified by the user and the target impedance is driven

by the contact force errer* e = f,- f , rather than just the contact force, 1: In contact

tasks, the force set-point, f;, is usually specified as a constant. The three target
irnpedances are then described by

During the fiee-space motion in which there is no contact with the environment, e = O .
Using the target impedance mode1 in (2.4c), for instance, the foIlowing differential
equation is obtained
d'

d
df

Ad -( ~ ( t )- x r ( t ) ) + C -( ~ ( r )- xr ( t ) ) + K ( x ( ~-) x , ( t ) ) = O
dt

'

Since Eq. (2.5) is a stable differential equation, x (t ) +x, (t ) as t +m . Hence, the
end-effector position, x, tracks the reference position trajectory, x

.,

accurateiy according

to the dynarnics specified by Eq. (2.5). When the end-effector comes into contact with the
environment, the dynarnic interaction between the rnanipulator and the environment is
dictated by the target impedance of Eq. (2.4c), which results in a compromise between

the position deviation, (x - x,), and the force error, e, so neither accurate position control

nor accurate force control is accomplished. Therefore, impedance control by itself is
incapable of force tracking. There have been some efforts to provide force control ability
to impedance control, Some of these methods are explained in the next section.

2.3

Revie w on Force Tracking in ïinpedance Controf

The fundamental task of the impedance control, as laid out by Hogan (1985), is to make

the manipulator dynamics conforrn to the target impedance. This impedance should then
be selected and modulated as required by the task at hand. Two approaches have been
taken in addressing this issue: (1) to change the form or parameters of the target
irnpedance, or (2) to alter the reference position trajectory.
Pelletier and Daneshmend (1990) presented a mode1 reference adaptive control scheme to
compensate for variations in environmental stifmess during compliant motion using
darnping control. Although the stability limits of their controller were not denved
fomally, they predicted that stability and convergence might not be achieved in
situations which do not satis@ their initial low-fiction and decoupling hypotheses. Lasky

and Hsia (1991) examined the usefulness of further modi@ing the reference trajectory for
the purpose of force tracking. Their approach was to rnodiS, each coordinate of the
reference trajectory in direct proportion to the error in the corresponding component of
the end-effector force. The effectiveness of the proposed modification was tested on a
simulation of a two-link direct-drive manipulator. The task was to deburr a surface
modeled as a pure stifiess. The results showed much improved force tracking when the
proposed trajectory modification was used. This modification proved to be robust to
multiple orders of magnitude of error in estimation of environmental stiffness. Chan

et al. (1 991) developed a variable structure control scheme for robust impedance control
in the presence of parametric uncertainties and extemal disturbances. Their strategy,
however, required precise knowledge of the location and stiffness of the environment in
order to achieve accurate force control. Lu and Meng (1991) exarnined the performance
of two adaptive implementations of impedance contol. They faund that the injection of
adaptive control techniques could compensate for errors in the dynamic mode1 of the
manipulator, resulting in robust control. Lyapunov analysis and simulation of a two-link
direct-drive manipulator led to this conclusion. Cohen and Flash (1 99 1) examined the
possibiiity of designing a higher-level controller in which the controlled variables were
the target dynarnics of the manipulator.

Simulation studies were carried out for a

two-link, direct-drive manipulator performing a wiping task. The target impedance was a
'linear simple impedance', a term defined by Hogan (1988) meaning an impedance
described by f = AX

+ Bx.

An associative search network was used to learn the

impedance parameters using a reward function involving the sum of absoIute errors in
velocity and force. The enors were taken with respect to reference trajectories. An
important elernent of this particular work was that no feedfonvard torque was used. The
commanded torques were simply those required by the impedance relation in the static
case using a fixed inertial matrix. It was found that the impedance parameter modulation
scheme was fairly successful, but was unable to deal with abrupt changes in
environmental admittance. A reference trajectory modification scheme was then added in

an attempt to deal with this problem, with the result that stability and trajectory tracking
were both improved.

Dawson, Lewis and Dorsey (1992) applied impedance control to force tracking tasks.
They compensated for contact force erron in the dynamic mode1 of the manipulator using
a Lyapunov-based auxiliary signal to augment a PD-type position controller- Given
controllable actuator torques and exact kinematics information, the gIobal ultimate
boundedness of the tracking error was proven, and simulation showed good force
regulation.
McCormick and Schwartz (1993) compared the results of using a linearized impedance
controller with a fully nonlinear one, in terms of force trajectory tracking and contact
stability. A second-order target impedance was chosen, and the force-offset method of
CoIgate and Hogan (1988) was used to specib the reference force trajectory. Using a
direct-drive, five-bar linkage, a slightly better response was observed for the nonlinear
controller. However, simulation showed kinernatic instabilities in the nonlinear controller
that were absent in its linearized counterpart. Contact studies showed that, for improper
irnpedance parameter selection, instability was present even when the surface of the
environment was covered with a rubber pad.

Increasing the target inertia and other

parameters proportionately resulted in a stable contact. Another study of impedance
parameter modulation (Johansson and Spong, 1994) used a quadratic optirnization
scheme to minimize deviations fiom the velocity and force trajectories. Again, a linear
simple impedance was used on a simulation of a two-link, direct-drive robot. The authors
only considered constant interaction forces.

Lu and Goldenberg (1995) adopted a sliding-mode-based impedance controller to
formulate a force regulation scheme. Since the scheme needed information about
environmental parameters, they also developed a simple off-line method to estimate the

location and stifiess of the environment to be used in a trajectory modification approach
to accurate force regulation.
Seraji and Colbaugh (1997) developed two force control schemes for automatically
generating a reference position trajectory that could facilitate the force-tracking capability
of impedance controllers. The first scheme was based on generating the reference
position on-line as a h c t i o n of the force tracking error. The scheme used a direct
adaptive control approach. In the second scheme, the environmental parameters were
estimated on-line using an indirect adaptive control approach and the required reference
position was computed based on these estimates. The force tracking performances of
each scheme was demonstrated through simulation studies and some Iaboratory
experimentation on an electric-driven manipulator.

2.4

Srrmmary

In this chapter, impedance control was bnefly explained and classified into torque-based
and position-based. It was shown that position-based impedance control is a suitable
candidate for implementation on hydrauiic manipulators. impedance control was shown
to be incapable of force tracking by itself. Finally, some efforts put forth by other
researchers to provide force-tracking capability for impedance control were listed.
The off-line environmental parameters estimation method by Lu and Goldenberg (1988),
the simple position reference modification method by Lasky and Hsia (19 9 3 , and two
(direct and indirect) adaptive methods by Seraji and Colbaugh (1997) that can be also
applied in position-based impedance control framework will be adopted for the force
control of a hydraulic manipulator later in this study in Chapter 5 .

Chapter 3
The Unimate MKII-2000
Hydraulic Research Robot

3.1

Description o f the Manipulalor

The Unimate MKII-2000 robot, s h o w in Fig. 3.1, was used for al1 the e2 enrnents
described in this work. The robot is an industrial hydraulic rnanipulator with a spherical
geometry, Le., the fÿrt three degrees of fkeedom are leWright, up/down, and idout, in
that order. Its hydraulic actuators are supplied by a constant-pressure source operating at

approximately 7000

+ 500 KPa.

The spooi valve has circular ports (parabolic orifice area

to spool displacement function) and a deadband of approximately 6% of the maximum
spool stroke due to the spool overlap. Actuator/joint stiction provides some delay in the
response that worsens this deadband.
Position feedback is obtained using digital encoders with resolutions of 0.028", 0.028O,
and 0.105mm on links 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The readings are taken by a 486-66MHz
personal cornputer, which also performs al1 control actions. The control signals saturate
at 3V. The force between the manipulator irnplement and the environment is measured

by a sensor, built in-house, based on a standard strain gauge bridge. It has a range of

measurement in a single direction of O to 700N with +ION of noise. This level o f noise is
due to transmission from the sensor to the computer, and is not atypical (Field and

Stepanenko, 1993).
Kinematic and dynamic properties of the first three degrees of freedom of this
manipulator as well as nonlinear dynamics of the hydraulic system are derived in this
chapter and used in a simulation program.

3.2

The Kinematics and Dynamics of the Manipulator

The kinematics of the robot are denved using the descriptive conventions established by
Denavit and Hartenburg (Paul, 198 1). Link coordinate frame attachment to the first three
links, are shown in a schematic view of the manipulator in Fig. 3.2.

The manipulator parameters are shown in Table 3.1, where Denavit and Hartenburg
pararneters, On, d,,

a, and a, are as defined in Pau1 (1 98 1).

Table 3.1. Denavit-Hartenburg pararneters for Unimate MKII-2000.

Fig. 3.1. Unimate MKII-2000 hydradic manipulator and test station

-
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Fig. 3.2. Schematic of Unirnate MKII-2000 and joint coordinates

Using parameters defined in Table 3.1, the transformation matrix of each link is obtained
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Forward kinematics gives the location of the end-effector in Cartesian base coordinate
system in terms of the joint positions:

x = cos 8,(a2sin 8, + d3cos

)
y = sin 6,(a,sin 8, + d3cos 0, )
z = a, cos 8, - ci, sin 8,

(Fonvard Kinematics)

Solving the above equations for joint positions

el,

(3.8)

and c i 3 , the inverse kinematics

solution is obtained:

(Inverse Kùiematics)

The Jacobian matrix, J , reIates the velocity of the end-effector in Cartesian coordinates

-

-

system, x , to the joint velocities, 6 , as

x =J - 6 .

It also translates the effect of forces

at the end-effector, F ,to the joint torques, T ,as Z = J'F .
The Jacobian matrix, J , is found as follows:

where

<,

(i = 1,2,3)

is the vector that describes the location of the end-effector with

respect to the origin of link i in the base coordinate system. The dynamics of the
manipulator are defined by the following equations:

where the last term, ( J ~ F )is~the
, effect of end-point forces on joint torques/forces,

C

9=

Trace

p=ma?t( 1 . 1 )

and

ri is the joint

torque/force at joint i, 1 ,is the joint i actuator inertia, J p is the pseudo-

ineaia matnx of Iink p, g = [g,
the base coordinate system, and

g,

g,

Olr is the gravitational acceleration vector in
-

Fp = [.Tp y p Fp O]'

is the vector of the coordinates

of the center of gravity of link p with respect to the sarne link coordinate system. D,
represents the effective inertia at joint i. Durepresents the coupling inertia between joints
i a n d j . Du represents the centripetal forces at joint i due to velocity at joint j.

Dp

represents the Coriolis forces at joint i due to velocities at joints j and k. Finaily, D,
represents the gravity loading at joint i (R. P. Paul, 198 1). These inertial terms for the
Unimate manipulator are denved and listed in the Appendix.
Assurning the joint torques/forces ri (i = 1,2,3) are known, the three equations of (3.1 1)
are solved sirnultaneously for the three joint accelerations, 0,, 0? and

8,.

These

accelerations are integrated to get the joint velocities and positions in simulation
programs. The Cartesian position of the end-effector is then calculated through forward
kinematics as presented by (3.8).

Al1 of the dynarnics computation starts with known

joint torques; but in hydraulic actuators, unlike electrïcal ones, the joint torque is not
simply proportional to the control signal. The following section is devoted to descrïbing
the hydraulic fünctions.

3.3

Hydradic Actuation System

The schematic diagram of a hydraulic actuator operated by a closed-center valve and in
contact with the environment is shown in Fig. 3.3. The actuator is coupled with the
environment through the force sensor. The sensor with sti&ess, k,, and damping, c,,
connects the actuator rod represented by the m a s , LM; and viscous damping, B, to the
environment. The environment is represented by m a s me,damping ce, and stifkess k,.
The dynamic equations pertaining to this system are described as follows:

Mi = F, - k , ( x - x , ) - c , ( . . - X e ) - B i

m,x, = k J x - x , ) - k , x ,
where x and x,

+C,(X-X~)-C,~,

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

are the actuator's displacement and environmental displacement,

respectively. The net actuator force, fa, that provides the joint forcehorque in hydraulic
manipuIators is:
f a = PiAi

- Po A0

(3.15)

where Ai and A, are the piston effective areas. pi and p, are the input and output line
pressures, respectively, and the sensed force, f, is:

f = k,(x-x,)

(3.16)

Fig. 3.3. Hydraulic system parameters

The governing nonlinear pressure/flow relationships in hydraulic valve, in their simplest
forrn, can be written as foIlows (Merritt, 1967):
r

df

(P. -P.)

extending (x, 2 0 )
retracting (xSp < 0)

where Qiand Q, represent fluid flows fiom the valve into and out of the actuator. p, is

the supply (purnp) pressure and p, is the return (tank) pressure. p is the mass density of
the fluid and Cd is the orifice discharge coefficient. x,

A,,

is the spool displacement and

is the orifice (port) area. Each orifice in the Moog valves used in the Unimate

manipulator consists of six holes drilled on the sleeve of the valve. Two larger holes each

have a radius of r, = 0.125 in and four smailer ones each have a radius of r- = 0.1 1in.
Fig. 3.4 shows the schematic of the holes arrangement. The port opening area is

mathematicaily described as follows:

[

7)

- 2 'i-cos-' (q- - (q

+ .rsp) - 2q-rsp- -y&

7.)

Fig. 3.4. Peripheral expansion of spool and sleeve in a typicai orifice
in Moog hydraulic valve
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Fig. 3.5. Poa opening area versus spool displacement

The poa opening area, Apo,, versus spool displacement,

.Y,

is plotted in Fig. 3 -5. As

seen in Fig. 3.5, the valve is designed so that the onfice (port) area is as linear as possible
with respect to the spooi displacement, x,:
Apuf

%

WX3p

(3.20)

where w is the orifice gradient. Continuity equations for oil flow through the cylinder,
neglecting the leakage flows, are:
Qi=

5 F i+ Aix = ciBi+
P

Po + AoX = -Co Bo t AoX
where ,û is the effective bulk rnodulus of the hydraulic fluid. Ci and Co are hydraulic
cornpliance (idout), and V , and Vo are the volumes of fluid trapped at the sides of the
piston (idout), and can be expressed as functions of actuator displacement:

4(x) = + Aix
-

V, (x) = Vo - Aox
where

and

are the initial fluid volumes trapped in the blind end and the rod side of

the actuator, respectively.
The relationship between the spool displacement, x,

and the input voltage,

zt,

is usually

expressed as a simple lag (first-order model) which is accurate enough to model low-cost
proportional valves (Liu and Alleyne, 2000):

where r and k,

are, respectively, the time constaat and gain describing the valve

dynarnics. The valves used in the Unimate manipulator, however, have fast responses
(small tirne constant); therefore, the above valve dynamics are reduced to a simple
proportional relationship:
xsp = k,

ir

(3-24)

Equations (3.14) to (3 -24) express the relationship between the contact force, f; and the
input control voltage, u.
These differential equations are dependent on the joint positions and velocities. Thus,

they cannot be solved independently to yield the joint forcekorque to be used in the
manipulator's dynamics. These differential equations, however, can be added to the
system of differential equations that defines the dynamics of the manipulator, integrated
and solved with them simultaneously.

3.4

Lin earized Actrtator Dynnmics

The nodinear hydraulic equations of (3.17) and (3.18) c m be tinearïzed by using a
Taylor's series expansion about a zero spool displacement operating point and neglecting
the higher order terms. The folloui-ing linearized mode1 is obtained:

where metering coeficients, k, and k p (also called flow and pressure sensitivity gains,
respectively) for extension and retracting cases, are given as follows:

for Extending ( xsp 2 0 )

for Retracting ( x, c O )

Note that coefficients k , (or k, ) and k, (or k , ) are load- and pressure-dependent
variables and c m only be considered as constants for a srnaIl range of operations. It is
also helpful to mention that al1 the above coeficients are positive values for cases of both
extension and retraction. The above linearized equations can be written in Laplace form:

Incorporating (3-27) into (3 - 15),

and equations (3.14) to (3.1 6 ) are combhed to form the following transfer functions:

from equations (3.28), (3-29) and (3 . X ) ,the actuator position and actuator/environment
contact force will be:

where Z, =(A4s2+L?s), Zs=(css+ks) and Z,= ( m e s2 +c,s+k,).
Assuming

a special

condition

in

which

Ci= Co= C , k-r, =

k , = k , ,= k , ,the transfer functions (3.30) and (3.3 1 ) are reduced to:

= k-r, and

When the rnanipulator performs unconstrained motion in space, Z,= 0 .

Thus,

Eq. (3-29) is reduced to the following fourth-order, type one transfer function:

3.5

En vironment

A simply supported aluminum plate was used
as the environment for force control tests. By
varying

the

support

spacing,

the

environrnental stifiess could be varied over

an order of magnitude.

Stifkesses of

=10,00ON/mand =43,00ON/rn were used as

Fig. 3.6. Pure stiffness environment

low stiffhess and high stiffhess environments in experimental force control tests.
Accurate stifhess measures were not needed since the force control methods were
expected to work properly over a wide range of environrnental stiffhesses. The range of

environmental stiffhesses could be wider as, in the simulation tests, stiffnesses up to
14O,OOON/m are tested. Experimental tests, however, are limited to lowcer forces and
lom-er stiffness environments, because the force sensor could not be used f o r forces over

500N.

3.6

Simrrlntioit Program

A complete simulation program for the hydraulic rnanipulator under investigation has

been developed.

Almost all non-idealities and nonlinear aspects such as nonlinear

dynamics, flow deadband, saturation, stick-slip fiction have been consiidered in the
simulation program. In the simulation program, every attempt has been macile to have the
structure and physical parameters of the manipulator resemble the Unimate hydraulic
robot. The accuracy of the simulation results has already been verified. Fig. 3.7 shows an
example of the compatibility between the simulation and the experimental aesults. This

figure compares the open loop response of the systern to sinusoidal, ramp a d step inputs
in simulation and experiment.

This simulation program proved to be very instrumental in this research since many
different design alternatives and scenarios that would possibly happen could -be evaluated
before applying them to the real systern.

3.7

Sr~mmary

In this chapter, the kinematic and dynamic models of the Unimate MK-II hydraulic
manipulator were derived. In this modeling work, detailed dynarnics of the rmanipulator
were incorporated. This includes nonlinear hydraulic valve characteriistics, flow

deadband, saturation and stick-slip friction at the manipulator's joints. The environment
was modeled as a pure stiffness. This type of environment has enjoyed popularity
amongst many similar researches. n i e simulation software is ruming on a C program,
and is capable of approximating the dynamics of the physical systern suff~ciently.There
still exists a slight quantitative mismatch between the simulated and measured line
pressures. Nevertheless, the resulting movement of each link is accurately simulated.
Therefore, the model provides simulation capabilities to facilitate controller design. In
particular, as will be shown later, the simulation model is instrumental in performance
analysis of various position and impedance-based force-tracking controllers before they
are actually tested on the real manipulator.
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Chapter 4
The Application of
Position-Based Impedance Control
to Hydraulic Manipulators

Design of an impedance control for the Unimate hydraulic manipulator is addressed in
this chapter which will be used later for the purpose of force control. As previously
explained, the suitable form of impedance control for hydraulic manipulators is a
position-based one. First, the structure of the position-based impedance controller (PBIC)
is described and it is shown that the technique involved relies heavily on the accuracy of
the nested positioner. Next, the step-by-step development of the position controller is
descnbed. The performance of the PBIC is then studied through three different tests.

4.1

Position-Bitsed Impedance Controlier Structure

The general block diagram of the position-based impedance control for the Unimate
hydraulic manipulator is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Impedance Model

Position Conirol Loop

u
Envimnmcnt

Fig. 4.1. Position-based impedance controller as applied to a hydraulic manipulator

X, and Fr are the position and force set-points, respectively. M , and M F are secondorder transfer functions that work on position reference,

X,, and force error,

E, = Fr - F , to form the desired end-effector Cartesian position, X,. Through inverse
kinematics, the desired position is transferred from Cartesian coordinates to the joint
space coordinates to f o m O,, the desired joint space trajectory. O, is then passed to
the position controller in the inner loop.
With reference to Fig. 4.1, the impedance mode1 is broken into two parts: M , is a
transfer function modifgng the position reference, and M F modifies the force error.

X = X , = M , x , +M,(F,-F)

(4-1)

Three different formulations of the linear second-order target irnpedance, Eq. (2.4), have
been used in different occasions throughout this research.
The first formulation of second-order target impedance, Eq. (2.4a), has been used in
direct adaptive force control, as discussed in Section 5-6.

M<(t)+ C i ( t ) + ~

( x ( t) x, ( t ) )= e, ( t )

This formulation corresponds to the iI1ustration in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. Physical interpretation of target impedance mode1 of Eq. (2.4a)

M , and M F are therefore

The second formulation of second-order target impedance, Eq. (2.4b), has been used in
Section 4.3 to study the behavior of position-based impedance control.
h.Cf(r)

+ c(x(~)
- i,(t))+ K ( X ( [ ) - x, (t)) = e/ ( t )

This formulation corresponds to the illustration in Fig. 4.3 and gives a good physical
sense.

Fig. 4.3. Physicai interpretation of target impedance mode1 of Eq. (2.4b)

M x and MF are therefore

The third formulation of second-order target impedance, Eq. ( 2 . 4 ~ ) has
~ been used in
indirect adaptive force control discussed in Section 5.4.
M(?(t)

- .fr( t ) )+ ~ ( i ( t-)kr ( t ) ) + ~ ( x ( t-) xr ( t ) )= ef ( t )

This formulation corresponds to the illustration in Fig. 4.4.

t--

X-X,

Fig. 4.4. Physical interpretation of target impedance mode1 of Eq. (2.4~)
bf, and M F are therefore

4.2

Developmen f of a Nonhear PI Position Controller

Position-based irnpedance control technique requires a positioner that performs very well
at both regulating and tracking, as well as with large and small comrnanded inputs.
Conventional PI@) position controllers are widely used in practice even in some of the
most recent advanced applications. This is mainly due to their simplicity, reliability and
a favorable ratio between performance and cost in industrial environments. Due to this
popularity, there are many studies that deal with the tuning rules and implementation
details of such conventional controllers (Brambilla et al., 1989; Khayyat et al., 1996). In
particular, integral action has received much attention. Integral controls are rnainly used
to compensate for steady-state errors without the need of a high proportional gain.

However, they may cause limit cycling due to the existence of unavoidable dry friction in
the mechanical part of the components to be controlled, or may develop large overshoots
and long settling times due to the actuator saturation.

Some techniques have been

proposed to circurnvent these shortcomings (Bohn and Atherton, 1995; Khayyat et al.,
1996).

In spite of many articles on PI(D) control applications in process or electric-servo control
systems, the application of PI controls to hydraulic manipulators has received less
attention. Here, for the first time, a performance qualification of the application of the
patented integration technique by Morse et al. (1988) on hydraulic fùnctions is presented.

The goal is to identim a suitable method that requires a minimum knowledge of the
machine model, c m be easily adopted and tuned in practical situations, and demands
minimum computational effort. Furthermore, the controller must contend with many
nonlinearities in hydraulic function, such as nonlinear dynamics, actuator flow deadband,
saturation and stiction. Finally, it should be equally well-behaved in both regulating and
tracking tasks - traditionally, integral controllers are designed either as regulating or as
tracking controlIers (Eitelberg 1987; Khayyat et al. 1996).

The simulation and experimental study is performed using the up/down link of the
Unimate hydraulic manipulator. The expenmental benchmark test consists of both step

and rarnp tracking set-points for the purpose of cornparhg different characteristics of the
featured integrators.

The purpose of the step-input test is to evduate the regulating

ability and to display transient responses, while the purpose of the trajectory tracking
expenment is to test the capability of the controller to follow reference changes.
Furthermore, a 1Hz sine wave of diminishing amplitude input is tested which is believed

to be a demanding test to characterize the performance of different position controllers in
response to fast changes in both position and velocity of the set-point.

The above

mentioned tests are also repeated for a tenfold different amplitude. Thus, each controller
is evaluated with three tests. The first two tests include step and ramp inputs with tenfold
different amplitudes, and the Iast two tests are diminishing sine waves, again with tenfold
different amplitudes.

4.2.1

PruportionalControl

A simple P-contrher with best performing proportional gain was the first to be tested.
The P-controller performed poorly both in tracking and regulating. Since the dynamics
of the hydraulic actuator are of type one [see Eq. (3.34)], in theory the P-controller should
have no steady-state error in regulating.

However, due to the existence of valve

deadband and stiction in the hydraulic actuators, sorne steady-state error in regulating is
unavoidable (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). In the tracking portion of the responses, a zero
position error would result in the proportional controller closing the valve and stopping
the motion; thus, some error must appear in tracking. Therefore, the P-controller has a
lag following the commanded tracking set-point (see Figs. 4.5 to 4.8). Finally, the effects
of stiction and valve deadband are most apparent in the complete failure to track the fine
sine wave pattern (Fig. 4.8).

4.2.2

Conventional PI Controller

A conventional linear PI-controller, with the same proportional gain and best performing
integral gain was the next to be tested. The PI-controller improved the steady-state error
and performed much better in tracking a ramp (see Figs. 4.9 and 4.10). It, however, had
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Fig. 4.8. Small diminishing sine wave input response of proportional controller:
simulations ( k, = 950 )

large overshoots in regulation due to the integral wind-up (see Figs. 4.9 and 4.10).
Because of saturation phenornenon, conventional PI-controllers face integral wind-up
during step regulations, especially for large input commands (Astrom and Hagglund,
1988)- With reference to Fig. 4.12, it is seen that the controller did not show much

improvement overcoming the stiction and valve deadband problem, which is apparent in
its failure to follow the fine sine wave pattern. n i e PI-controller followed the large sine
wave pattern only slightly better than its counterpart, the P-controller (see Fig. 4.1 1).

4.2.3

Anti-wind-up Integrai

The large overshoot and long settling tirne seen in Fig. 4.9 is due to integral wind-up.
Since a controller operates over a wide range of operating conditions, it rnay happen that
the control variable reaches the actuator7s limit. When this happens the feedback loop is
effectively broken because the actuator remains at its limit independent of the process
output. If a controller with integral action is used, the enor will continue to be integrated.
This means that the integral term may become very large or, colloquially, it "winds up".

It is Sien required that the error change sign for a long period before things return to
normal. The consequence of this is that any controller with integral action rnay give large
transients when the actuator saturates as c m be seen in Fig. 4.9. The set-point change at

r = 8 s is so large that the actuator saturates. The integrator increases initially because the
error is positive, and it reaches its largest value at time t = 8.6 s when the error goes
through zero. The control signal remains saturated at this point because of the large value
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Fig. 4.12. Srnail diminishing sine wave input response of PI controller:
simulations (k, = 950 , k, = 6000 )

of the integral component, and it does not leave the saturation limit until the error has
been negative for a sufficiently long tirne to let the integral part wind down to an
appropriate level. The net effect is a large overshoot, which is noticeable in Fig. 4.9.
Tracking anti-wind-up integral action as suggested by Astrom and Hagglund (1 988), was
first applied to eliminate overshoot caused by integral wind-up. The tracking anti-windup integrator is formulated as below and is s h o w in Fig. 4.13.

I ( f ) = [ ~ (-tAt) + k,e, (t)& - k,e, ( [ ) A i ]

Fig. 4.13. Anti-wind-up applied to the PI controller

An extra feedback path is provided in the controller by measuring the actual actuator

output and forming an error signal, e s , as the diEerence between the output of the
controller, v ,and the actuator output, u . The error signal, e s ,is fed back to the input of
the integrator through the feedback gain, k t . The signal is zero when there is no
saturation. It will thus have no effect on normal operation when the actuator does not
saturate. However, when the actuator saturates, the feedback signal witl attempt to drive

the error, e , , to zero. This means that it will attempt to drive the integrator to a value
such that the controller output is exactly at the saturation limit. This will clearly prevent
the integrator from winding up.

The rate at which the controller output is reset is

governed by the feedback gain, k, .
Using the sarne proportional gain as before, Astrom's anti-wind-up integral allowed a
sixfold higher integral gain and rernoved the overshoot problem. This controller
improved both regulating and tracking responses (see Figs. 4.14 to 4.17). However, it
only worked well for the large amplitudes of inputs that it was adjusted for (see Figs. 4.14
and 4.15). It also still had problems with stiction and valve deadband, and also had some
signifiant overshoots in tracking the fine sine wave pattern (see Fig. 4.17). The slight
oscillations about the set-point in steady-state (also called hunting) is due to high integral

gain combined with the joint stick-slip fiction. The integral action initially builds up its
signal until the manipulator breaks fiee from the stick friction at the m joint; the arm
then experiences overshoot and cornes to rest on the opposite side of the origin. The
reaction continues again on the return motion.

4.2.6

Rate- Varying Integral

Seeking a better controller performance, Morse et al.3 (1988) patented rate-varying
integral control was examined. This controller uses a proportional plus nonlinear integral
method. The algorithm differs from the linear PI-control in the calculation of the error
integral I ( t ) :

Fig. 4.14. Large step and rarnp input responses of anti-wind-up integral controller:
simulations ( k, = 950 , k, = 38000, k, = 650)
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Fig. 4.15. Small step and ramp input responses of anti-wind-up integrai controller:
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Fig. 4.17. Small decreasing sine wave input responses of anti-wind-up integral controller:
simulations (k, = 9 5 0 , k, = 38000, k, = 650)

where a is an arbitrary constant, 19 is the controlled joint angle, e, = 0, -0 is the joint
position error, 6, is the joint position set-point and At is the sampling time interval. The
nonIinear multiplier (rate-varying factor)

is as high as unity when the velocity

41)

approaches zero, indicating that the integrator

is at full power; it approaches zero in a continuous fashion as the velocity increases. This
factor is less than unity for any non-zero joint velocity, allowing the use of higher integral

gains and increasing the control action at low speeds. ïherefore, the method is most
active when the load velocity is low, in which period, sticking is imminent. Figs. 4.18

and 4.19 show no sign of stiction or hunting due to stick-slip fiction. The constant gain

a determines a cutoff between high and low velocities, Also, because the entire
accumulated integral was iteratively multiplied by this factor, the integrai resets itself at

high velocities, thereby eliminating the problems of windup and overshoot (see Figs. 4-18

and 4.19). For the sarne reason, however, the integrator failed to perform well during the
trajectory tracking test, being no better than straight P-control (see Figs. 4.28 to 4.21).

This is due to the fact that the method specifically pertains to controllers where the rate
varying factor goes to zero as the velocity approaches infinity. Therefore, there will
always be velocities at which the system is not effective in ensuring proper tracking dong
the selected trajectory. This approach, therefore, works well for regulating; however, if
high-speed trajectory tracking is desired, it is no better than a pure P-controller.
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Fig. 4.18. Large step and ramp input responses of rate-varying integral controller:
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Fig. 4.21. Srnall diminishing sine wave input response of rate-varying integral controller:
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4.2.5

Modifed Rate- V a r y i q Integrai

In order to improve the tracking capability of the rate-varying integral method by Morse
et al. (1 988), the error-rate (velocity error), e, ( r ) = 8, (t) - 80) ,was used in the nonlinear
factor, f, ,instead of the velocity. 9(t) .
~ ( t=) ( ~ ( r AL)+ ee ([)AL)

a

a + ei (t)

The proposed modification has two advantages. The first is that the controller has no
problem tracking high velocity ramps since the integral will only reset in situations where
integral wind-up is a possibility, i-e. when the error is rapidly changing. Figs. 4.22 to
4.25 show the superior capability of the modified method in tracking the set-point. The
second advantage is that for regulation (Le. step changes in the set-point), aside from
having a relatively larger value for a, the modified method is alrnost indistinguishable
from the original.

Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 show a fast step response with almost no

overshoot.
The disadvantage to this modification is that the anti-stiction property of the original
method by Morse et al. (1988) is slightly degraded, and the larger a incorporated in
modified method leads to a stronger integral during the steady-state which Ieads to
hunting due to stick-slip friction. This phenornenon is shown in Figs. 4.22 and 4.23.

When the set-point is not being followed due to the effects of stiction fiction, the joint
velocity, &),

is zero but the velocity error, ë,

is large.

The rate varying factor,

a
,belonging to the original method by Morse et al., is unity during this period
f, = a +b2(t)

and provides full controller action, whereas the present modified rate-varying factor,

f,.= a
3-

a

is small when stiction occurs, and is therefore not as effective as the

tè j ( t )

original factor. However. simulation and experirnental results showed that the higher
gains allowed by the incorporation of the nonlinear factor still provided irnproved
response time over the conventional PI controller.
To assist in fine movements, especially to remove the hunting effect created by the
previous modification, a second modification is applied to the rate-varying integral
controller. From Eq. (4.8), it is apparent that a large a leads to a stronger and more linear
integral. On the other hand, a small a leads to a relatively weaker but more nonlinear
integral, because a small a brings the integral to zero very quickly after any movement.

The cutoff velocity parameter, a,in this modification is linked to the set-point velocity,

6

The controIler is tuned using a certain maximum velocity,

e,,

, and the value of

a,, thereby obtained is then used in the calculation of cc as follows:

where y is a small constant that defines the ratio between a
,

(at maximum cornmanded

joint velocity) and minimum a (at steady-state or zero cornmanded joint velocity).
Linking the nonlinear factor a to the set-point velocity,

&, as described by Eq. (4.9),

leads to a relatively weaker integral when the set-point is barely changing, as in steadystate, compared to the case of tracking a steep ramp. Therefore, this modification reduces

the hunting effect seen in the steady state portions of Figs. 4.22 and 4.23. Figs. 4.26 and
4.27 show that this modification not only has a great capability of tracking ramps, but

aIso is faster than the original method developed by Morse et al. during step input
changes. Figs. 4.28 and 4.29 show this modified version's great capability o f tracking
sine waves; however, they also illustrate that the problems with deadband and stiction
stiil remains.
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Fig. 4.22. Large step and ramp input responses of modified rate-varying integral
Controller: simulations (k, = 950 , k, = 38000, a = 15000 )
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Fig. 4.23. Small step and ramp input responses of modified rate-varying integral
Controller: simulations (k, = 950 , k, = 38000, a = 15000 )
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Fig. 4.24. Large diminishing sine wave input response of modified rate-varying integral
Controller: simulations (k, = 950 , k, = 38000 ,a = 15000 )
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Fig. 4.25. Small diminishing sine wave input response of rnodified rate-varying integral
Controller: simulations ( k, = 950 , k, = 3 8000,a = 15000 )
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Fig. 4.26. Large step and ramp input responses of
modified rate-varying integral controller: simulations
(k, = 950, kt = 38000 ,a,, = 15000, 0, = 14deg/s)
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Fig. 4.27. Small step and rarnp input responses of
modified rate-varying integral controller: simulations
( k , = 950, kt = 38000, ,a
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= 15000, B,
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Fig. 4.28. Large diminishing sine wave input response of
modified rate-varying integral controller: simulations
(k, = 950, k, = 38000 ,amaK
= 15000,,8 = 14deg/s).
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Fig. 4.29. Small diminishing sim wave input response of
modified rate-varying integral controller: simulations
(k, =950, k, =38000,n,, =15000, emz.=14deg/s).

4.2.6

Deadband and Stiction Compensafion

In this section, we introduce an approach which negates the effect of actuator deadband
nonlinearity due to overlap and stiction in the spool valve as well as stiction at the
manipulator joints. A number of techniques were reviewed and tested as discussed below.
Conventional Deadband Compensmion:

The conventional deadband compensation method is based on the observation that the
control signal always has to exceed a threshold before any motion occurs. Thus, a signal
augmentation function u
,

( t )can be defined as shown in Fig. 4.30. This signal is added

to the control signal u(t), which is calculated by equations (4.8) and (4.9).

Fig. 4.30. Augmentation signal for conventional deadband compensation

Excellent trajectory tracking for large displacements was achieved by adding this
augmentation signal (with U,,, = 0.09 V, and U , = 0.9V) on the control signal obtained

from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9). This method, however, was less successful when tracking the
srnall sine wave input. Rapid bang-bang action occurred in the augmentation signal when
tracking the small diminishing sine wave pattern (note the circled parts of the control
signal in Fig. 4.3 1)' inducing vibrations in the system. When controlling the force on an
environment of any reasonable stiffness, the cornrnanded motions will be srnaIl ones, thus
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Fig 4.31. Small diminishing sine wave input response of modified rate-varying integral
controller with deadband compensation: simulations (Umin
= 0.09 V IU,, = 0.9 V)

making this method of deadband compensation unsuitable for application to impedance
control.

In an attempt to prevent the aforementioned vibrations and bang-bang action, a variant of
deadband

compensation

that

includes

hysteresis

was

implemented.

In

this

implementation, the added control signal (shown in Fig. 4.32) changed only d e r the
underlying control signal, u(Q, had definitely switched signs.
The same parameters as the previous case (U,, = 0.09 V, and

(Io
= 0.9 V)

were used in

this expenment. With reference to Fig. 4.33, inclusion of hysteresis eliminated the
vibrations and rapid signal switching, and improved the tracking capability of the
controller for smail motions. However, while this modification successfully improved the

Fig. 4.32. Deadband compensation with hysteresis

controller's trajectory-tracking abilities, it degraded its static regulation abilities. As
Fig. 4.34 shows, when tested with step inputs, the controller brings the manipulator to the
desired position very quickly but cannot hold it steady since the added signal has no 'off
position. To irnprove the static stability and eliminate the hunting effect seen in Fig. 4.34,
the added signal

may be decreased. However, this action would increase the time

required for the control signal to reach the levets required to overcome deadband and
stiction. Therefore, irnproving the static stability would inversely affect the controller's
ability to reduce deadband and stiction, which is precisely the reason for its introduction.
Nonlinear Velocity Feedback:

The use of a noniinear velocity feedback was explored as another avenue of stiction
compensation. The motivation for this approach cornes fiom the observation that the
largest error signal, during an occurrence of stiction, is the velocity error. Fig. 4.35 shows
the first second of tracking a 0, ( t )= O. 1-O. 1cos([) function. The figure represents the
position error (in degrees), e, (t) , its time denvative, è, ( t ), and its time integral,

le, (t)dt. Inspection of Fig. 4.35 shows that integral based methods of stiction
compensation rely on the smallest signal. The velocity error provides a much stronger
signal. However, a nonlinear factor must be incorporated in any use of this signal to
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Fig. 4.33. Small diminishing sine wave input response of modified rate-varying integral
controller and deadband with hysteresis compensation:
simulations (CImi,,= 0.09 V, LI, = 0.9 V)
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Fig. 4.34. Small step and ramp input responses of modified rate-varying integral
controller and deadband with hysteresis compensation:
simulations (U_,= 0.09 V, U,= 0.9 V)
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Fig. 4.35. Velocity error, position error, and position error integral signal patterns
during stiction penod (static fiction broken at t = 0.84s)
avoid the damping action of derivative feedback. The result of this nonlinear filtering is
an estirnate of the velocity error caused by stiction:

where es,,,

is herewith cdled the stiction-induced velocity error estimate,

e

and

6,

are

the actual and desired joint velocities, and ,ûis a parameter that increases selectivity. This

velocity error estimate is greatest when actud velocity, 8, is zero, which is when stiction
occurs.

e,

has been incorporated in the above estimate so that the estimate would be zero

when the set-point is not changing (steady-state). Othenvise, the velocity error estimate in
feedback would cause extra damping when the manipulator was slowly approaching its
set-point, which in effect, would work against any integral terms attempting to eliminate
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Fig. 4.36. Stiction detection signal graph (,O

= 50)

steady-state error. The inclusion of the set-point velocity, 0, prevents this scenario fiom
occurring.
The velocity error, e,,,,~

as formulated in Eq. (4.10), is graphically presented in

Fig. 4.36. As is seen, the estimate is appreciable only in the vicinity of 0 = 0 , where
stiction occurs. The role of ,û is to avoid the darnping action of derivative feedback. For

high values of ,û, this function sharply discriminates between velocity errors due to
sticking and those due to other causes, i.e. the estimate is close to zero unless there is a
velocity error at low actual velocities. In other words, the estimate is large when the
set-point is moving but the manipulator is not. This results in an estimate of the velocity
error caused by stiction. In this work, the value for ,û = 50 was found through trial and
error,

Velociw Error Triggered Infeaval A u m e nfation :

The method, which is herewirh called velocity error triggered integral augmentation, uses
nonlinear velocity feedback, as a switching signal. Once the experimentally determined
threshold , ,ê

is met, deadband compensation is employed by directly adding an extra

signal to the integral term. The algorithm used is formulated below (Sepehri et al. 1997):
~ ( f =) kpes(i) + k, I ( t )

(1(t

- Af)+ ee (r)Ar)

a(6
a(9)+ ë i (c)

LnM
1 5 km,

In short, when sticking is detected, the integral is immediately brought to the Ievel
necessary to overcome it, instead of waiting for the error to accumulate. Note that the
integral augmentation should occur only once when the stiction-induced velocity error is
first detected, so that the integral does not get perpetually reset if motion does not
instantly ensue. U/,,

and UUPPer
are chosen based on the observation that the control

signaIs dways have to exceed these thresholds, in either direction, before motion occurs.
Inspection of the simulation results (see Figs. 4.37 to 4.40) shows the superior trajectory
tracking abiIities obtained by augrnenting the controller with this method. Fig. 4.40 in
particular shows how the control action is modified to irnprove the response time. The
control signal is augmented as appropriate to reach the necessary IeveIs for actuation.
Therehre, whiIe the response time is quickened, the ensuing control signal action is
unchanged. The only undesirable behavior rernaining in the new position controller is the
slight overshoot seen in tracking the sine wave pattern. It will be dealt with by a final
modification added to the above controller.

4.2.7

Oversftoof Reditefion

Figs. 4.37 to 4.40 show how the proposed method of integral augmentation elhinates
sticking. However, the sarne graphs show slight recurrent overshoots in tracking a 1Hz
sinusoidal input.

In applications where accurate tracking of small motions rnust be

achieved, such an overshoot is not permissible.
The cause of the problematic overshoot is the same as that of the excellent set-point
tracking during the rest of the trajectory: narnely, the integral portion of the controller. in
order to maintain a very srnaII error, the control signal m u t rely, almost entirely, on the
integral term. However, while allowing for excellent tracking at constant velocities, the
integral is slow to change, resulting in poor tracking of velocity changes. Even with the
addition of the previously described rate varying integration scheme, the integral is too
slow to die down when the velocity set-point is brought to zero. Some means is therefore
needed to fùrther decrease the integral term when braking accelerations are specified.
This has been accomplished by including a set-point acceleration based term (braking

.-

acceleraîion, O),,

in the caiculation of the position error integral, Le.,

I ( t ) = [I(t - At) + e, (t)At + k,&di,,~t]

where

and k, is a gain.

a@)
a(8)+ èg (t)
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Fig. 4.37. Large step and ramp input responses of modified rate-varying integral
controller with deadband and stiction compensation: simulations
(k, =950, k, =38000, a, =15000, O,, =14deg/s, U,,, = ( l m , =0.9V)
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Fig. 1.38. Small step and ramp input responses of modified rate-varying integral
controller with deadband and stiction compensation: simulations
(k, =950, k, =38000, amK=15000, O,, =14degls, U1,,, =Ut,,, = 0.9 V)
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Fig. 4.39. Large diminishing sine wave input response of modified rate-varying integral
controller with deadband and stiction compensation: simulations
( k , = 950, k, = 38000, amax
= 15000, O,, = 14deg/s, U[o, = Uupper
= 0.9 V)
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Fig. 4.40. Small diminishing sine wave input response of modified rate-varying integral
controller with deadband and stiction compensation: simulations
(k, = 950, k, = 38000, a
, = 15000, OmaX= 14deg/ç, (II,,,, = UUPPer
= 0.9V)

Without the nonlinear factor

Q ., , integrating the desired acceleration trajectory
f, = -

as + eg

is equivalent to adding a velocity feedback, provided that the desired and actuai
trajectories are practically identical, which has been demonstrated to be the case here.
Limiting the accelerations to be integrated to braking accelerations will therefore reduce
the integral when the desired velocity is approaching zero, which is when the problems
with overshoot are observed.
Figs. 4.41 to 4.44 show the responses resulting fiom this final modification. In no trial
did the control s i b a l reduction appear to reduce the speed of response. Fig. 4.44 gives
the most striking illustration of the improvement in set-point tracking. The manipulator
can now follow the sine wave closely.

4.2.8

Experimen faC Results

The nonlinear PI controller with the following parameters

k , =1200, k, =11000,
ëmin=0.15deg/ç,

a,, = 8000,

UI,,-Uupp,=l.lV,

O,,

= 10de&,

k, = 150

was applied to the second hk (up/down motion) of the Unimate hydraulic manipulator
and the same benchmark tests as applied in the simulation studies were applied. The
controller was implemented according to the scheme outlined by equations (4.1 l), (4.12)
and (4.13)Figs. 4.45 to 4.48 show the performance of the manipulator under the NP1 controller in
experiments. The ramp and step trials illustrated in Figs. 4.45 and 4.46 show that the
steady-state positioning error is about 0.05O, or almost two encoder resolution widths.

Fig. 4.48 shows that the final controller still has difficulty foIlowing the diminishing sine
wave once the peak-to-peak amplitude drops to about 0.2O. This amplitude corresponds
to about seven times the encoder resolution. Tracking such small changes accurately
while retaining stability in the face of large changes in set-point is a very dificult task
because the effects of stiction and actuator deadband are most apparent in this region of
operation. These errors were concluded to be the Iimits of the positioning ability of the
controller developed here.

In summary, the aforementioned modifications and refinements led to a fine nonlinear PI

(NPI) controller; the resultant controller was able to accurately track position trajectones
down to seven encoder resolutions of error (-0.2"), and regulate static trajectories to

within two encoder resolutions (-O.OSO). This nonlinear controller has provided a good
position controller to be used as the core (inner loop) of the position-based irnpedance
control. Figures 4.49 to 4.5 1 show more simulation results which are also compared with
results from the experiments taken from the M.Sc. thesis by B. Heinrichs (1 995). These
figures further prove that the simulation mode1 developed during the course of this thesis

is indeed accurate and represents al1 the nonlinearities inherent in the hydraulic
rnanipulator under investigation.
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Fig. 4.41. Large step and ramp input responses of NP1 controller: simulations
(k, =950, k, =38000,a
, =15000, O,, =14deg/s,Uup=0.9V,Ka =150)

Fig. 4.42. Small step and ramp input responses of NP1 controller: simulations
(k, =%O, k, =38OOO,a
, = 15000,O,, = 14deg/s, 0;,=0.9V, Ka =150)
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Fig. 4.43. Large diminishing sine wave input response of NP1 controller: simulations
(k, =950, k, =38000, ,a = 15000, 0, = 14deg/s, U,, =O.gV, Ka = 150)
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Fig. 4.44. small diminishing sine wave input response of NP1 controller: simulations
(k, =950, k, =38000, ,a
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Fig. 4.45. Large step and ramp input responses of NP1 controller: experirnents
(k, =1200, ki =I1000, a
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Fig. 4.46. Small step and ramp input responses of NP1 controller: experiments
( k p =1200, ki =11000, a,, =8000, O,,
=Iode&, UUp= l . l V , K, =150)

Fig. 4-47. Large diminishing sine wave input response of NP1 controller: experiments
( k , =1200, ki =11000, a
,
, =8000,
=10deg/s, (/=1.1V,
;, Ka = 1 5 0 )
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Fig. 4.18. Small diminishing sine wave input response of NPI controller: experiments
( k , =1200, ki =11000, a,, =8000, O,, =10deg/s, CIzlp =1.1V, Ka =150)
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(a) expenrnent, (b) simulations
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Fig. 4.50. Performance of NP1 controller in srnail step regulation:
(a) experiment, @) simulations
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Fig. 1.51. Performance of NP1 controller in tracking a diminishing sine wave:
(a) experiment, (b) simulations

4.3

Impedance Controi Evaiua fion Tesfs

The final position controller previously developed was nested in the position-based
impedance controller shown in Fig. 4.1, and three different sets of tests were performed

as performance assessments. The experimental results in this part are taken fiom the
MSc. thesis by B. Heimïchs (1995) and are shown dong wîth the simulation result.

4.3.1

Free Space Force Response

The fiee space force response tests involved a step change in the force set-point& when
the end-effector is far from any obstacles (actual force f = O ). This is sirnilar to the test
Field and Stepanenko (1993) used to assess their mode1 reference irnpedance controller.

The purpose of this set of tests was to ensure that the apparent manipulator impedance
matches the target impedance under a simple step input. Fig. 4.52 shows, both in
simulation and experiment, that the irnpedance controller successfilly replaces the
existing manipulator dynamics with the specified under-darnped target impedance. It was
observed (although not shown here) that the dynarnics of the manipulator are success~lly
replaced by those of the critically damped and over-darnped target impedances as well.

4.3.2

TrackingAeguIafing Force Control

The regulating and tracking force control tests were conducted on an environment with a
stiffness of k,

= 7200 N/m. The end-effector was positioned to be firmly in contact with

the alurninurn plate, and the force set-point was changed using a 150N step for the
regulation test and a O.1Hz sine wave with lOON amplitude for the tracking test.
Assuming that the position controller works perfectly (Le., x follows xd precisely), the
inner loop (position-controlled arm) c m be simplified to unity and the block diagram of
the impedance controlled system of Fig. 4.1 reduces to Fig. 4.53. The closed-loop transfer
function of this system is:

According to the above transfer function, the steady-state value of the actual force is
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Fig. 4.52. Free space force response of PBIC (M=125kg, <=0.3,K=SOON/m)
(a) simulations, (b) expenment

It is seen that we need to pre-ampli@ the desired force by a factor of (K+ k.1 /,te in order
to have no steady-state error. Assuming that the environment parameters are known and
not varying, the parameters (mass, damping and stiffhess) of the impedance mode1 can be
adjusted for a designed dynamic response. However, in most practical cases the
environment pararneters are variable or -own

and in many cases even the location of

the undefomed environment is not known or may Vary. Figures 4.54 and 4.55 show
simuiation and experimentd results of typical force regulationhacking with reference
force readjustment.
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Fig. 4.53. Simplified position-based impedance control block diagrarn

4.3.3

Interrirpted Position Trajectory Tracking

The interrupted position trajectory tracking test Weinrichs et al., 1996) entailed
cornmanding the end-effector to follow a circula trajectory in the vertical (XZ) plane
while the aluminum plate was placed to cut the nominal trajectory circle in half. This
provided a test of the irnpedance controller's response to sudden and large changes in
environmental admittance, as well as tested its ability to control position in one direction
and deai with forces of interaction in another. This test has been widely used by Hogan
(1 987), Lu and Meng (199 1) and Tsia and Orin (1 986).
The impedance mode1 parameters are set differently for the interrupted trajectory test
than for the previous cases because the task requirements are different.

Instead of

controlling the force, the goal is to minimize the force of interaction while remaining as
close to the nominal position trajectory as possible. This required a low target stiffhess
and fast dynamics (high natural fiequency).

4.4

Summary

Three nonlinear modifications to a conventional linear PI controller, as applied to an
industrial hydraulic manipulator, increased its high-fiequency low-amplitude tracking
capability by an order of magnitude. The resultant positioner was able to accurately track

position trajectories dovm to seven encoder resolutions of error (-0.2"), and regulate
static trajectories to within two encoder resolution widths (-0.05°). This level of accuracy
was observed in spite of large manipulator inertia, joint stiction, actuator deadband and
other nonlinearities, and over two orders of magnitude of step, ramp and sine wave
trajectories.
This positioner was then used to implement a position-based impedance controller

(PBIC) on the Unimate hydraulic robot. The PBIC was tested in fiee space, in regulating
and tracking force, and in applications involving trajectory tracking in environments with
highly discontinuous admittances. In al1 tests, the impedance controller successfully
rnasked the actual, highly nonlinear robot dynamics and replaced them with those of the
target impedance. The impedance controller proved to be capable of regulating and
tracking forces, impact force reduction and multi-dimensional coordinated position
control and force regulation.
A11 the experimental results were cornpared with simulation results to confrrm that the
observations made fiom the experiments tnily reflect the nature of the controller and not
sorne intrinsic properties inherent to any real-world industrial system. This cornparison
d s o confirmed that the simulation model developed during the course of t h i s thesis is
indeed accurate and represents al1 the nonlinearities inherent in the hydraulic manipulator
under investigation. Therefore the simulation model can be used cvith confidence in the
next chapter to study various force regulating schemes within the context of PBIC.

Fig. 4.54 Force regulation with PBIC on low environmental stifkess (k,= 7200N/m)
(A4=5OOkg, C;=1.2, and K=SOkN/m):
(a) simulations, (b) experiment

(M=500kg,<=1-2, and K=SOkN/m):
(a) simulations, (b)experiment

Fig. 4.56. Response of PBIC to changes in environmental admittance (k. = 7200N/m):
simulations: ( W O k g ,
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Fig. 4.57. Response of PBIC to changes in environmental admittance (k,= 7200N/mj:
expenment: (M=SOkg,c=1 .O, and K=1000Nlm)

Chapter 5
Force Regulation
in Impedance Control

Force control capability of position-based impedance control, as applied to hydraulic
manipulators, is investigated in this chapter. It is shown that impedance control by itself
is not capable of regulating the end-effector force, and various sources of force error are
discussed. It is then shown that the end-effector force can be regulated using positionbased irnpedance control, if accurate information about the environmentai parameters
(Le., stiffness and location) are available. Existing methods that seemed to be applicable
in this study are adopted or rnodified as required, and are implemented within the PBIC
framework to improve its force control capability as applied to hydraulic manipulators. A
simple off-line environmental parameters estimation method by Lu and Goldenberg
(1995), is modified and shown to produce accurate stifkess and Iocation of the
environment. An indirect adaptive scheme, as presented by Seraji and Colbaugh (1 9971,
is adapted to estimate the environmental parameters on-line. The simple integral-based
method, as presented by Lasky and Hsia (1993), is implemented to rnodify the position
84

reference on-Iine.

Finally a direct adaptive controller, as presented by Seraji and

Colbaugh (1997), is adapted to modify the position reference on-line for the purpose of
force control.

Performance of al1 the above rnentioned force control schemes are

compared and discussed.

5.2

Problem of Force Tracking in Impedance Control

Consider a single degree-of-fieedorn impedance controlled actuator shown in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1. Simplified mode1 of irnpedance controlled robot and environment

Let x and x, denote the actual and the reference end-position trajectories, respectively.
Let f represent the contact force. The environment is represented by a linear spring, and
hence the contact force is simply

where k, is the equivalent stiffness of the environment and the force sensor rnounted at
the end-effector, and x, denotes the location of the undeformed environment. This
simple rnodel is representative of many practical situations in which the stifiess term
dominates the interaction dynarnics, and has been widely adopted by several researchers
(Khatib and Burdick, 1986; Lawrence and Stoughton, 1987; Ishikawa et al., 1989; Seraji
and Colbaugh, 1997). To produce a constant contact force, f,,the reference position,
x,, is specified to penetrate into the environment by a constant amount; thus X r = x, = O

and the target impedance model, described by Eq-(2.4a), can be used:

Using the environment model (5.l), x c m be expressed in terms of e as

Equations (5.2) and (5.3) yield the following force-error differential equation

Sirice f, is constant, the steady-state force error is obtained fiom Eq. (5.4) as

where kW = (K" t k;'

)-' =

Kkr

K + k,

is the equivalent stifiess of the target irnpedance

and the environment. The steady-state contact force exerted on the environment can then
be obtained as

It is seen that the steady-state contact force, f,, is a function of both the reference
position, x ; , and the force set-point, f,. Now, fiom (5.5), it is observed that when the
reference position trajectory is chosen precisely as

the steady-state force error becomes

In other words, if the precise location of the environment, x,, and the exact value of the
environmental stiffness, k, ,are known a priori, the reference position trajectory, x,, can
be synthesized according to Eq. (5.7) to exert the desired contact force, f,,on the
environment. Note that, from Eq. (5.7), the reference trajectory, xr, penetrates into the
fr
environment by the amount ,which is precisely the end-effector penetration needed to

kr
produce the desired contact force,

fr

.

In practice, however, the values of x, and k, are unknown. Suppose that there are
discrepancies between the actual ( x , ,k,)

and the assumed (te,
k,) values for
L

environmental parameters. i.e., Axe = x, -.Ce and Ak, = k, - k, .

Then, using the

reference position x, = x,

+=f r

[see Eq. (5.7)] will produce the following steady-state

kc

force error:

Furthemore, in irnplementation of position-based impedance control, there will be a
residuai position tracking error associated with the end-effector. For instance, with
reference to Fig. 4.1, the target impedance filter is driven by the force error e and the
reference position, x,, and generates the desired position trajectory, x,,

which the

end-effector is commanded to track. Due to the existence of residual position error,
E = xd

- X , the force error differential equation [Eq. (5.4)] becomes

Provided that the inner-loop position control system is stable, during the steady-state
response,

È =h = O

and for constant f,,Eq. (5.10) yields to

it is seen that the residual position error

E

aiso contributes to the force error e, .

A knowledge of the environmental parameters is also essentiai when addressing the

selection of the target impedance. For the system in Fig. 5.1, the natural frequency and
damping ratio of the single degree of freedom system, as a function of the target
impedance parameters, are:

When this system interacts with the environment, an external force is produced, the
amount of which is based upon the environmental impedance, modeled here as a spring,

k,. This provides the manipulator with a dynamic response that is different fiom the
original design specifications:

An increase in the naniral frequency directly affects the darnping ratio of the coupled
manipulator-environment dynamics:

The target damping of the compensated robot controller is therefore

Apparently the performance of the impedance-controlled manipulator improves if the
desired impedance includes a mode1 of the environment.

5.3

Force Regdation Based on Off-iine Estimation

5.3.I

Derivarion of the Mefhod

The previous section showed that the problem of force regulation for an impedancecontrolled robot c m be reduced to choosing a suitable target impedance and an
appropriate position reference, x,, such that the contact force tracks the desired force,

f,,as closely as possible. The choice of position reference,

x,, is highly dependent on

information about environmental parameters, x, and k , . Inspired by the work done by

Lu and Goldenberg (1995), consider that the reference position, x,, is chosen as

where 2 , is an initial estimated value of x, (environmental location as shown in
Fig. 5.1). Substituting Eq. (5.16) into (5.6) leads to the steady-state force as

where, &ce = Xe, - x , . In the above equation, fssc m be separated into two parts:

where

and

From (5.19) and (5.20), it is noted that f , is a function of oniy f,, and f,is a function of

only 6jr,. Using this feature, x, and k, can be identified using the following steps:
(i)

Assign a certain value to X,

and set f, to zero. Implement the position-based

impedance controller and measure the environmental force

Lf, in Eq. (5.20)].

(ii)

Assign a value to fr and use the sarne value of x', as in (i). Irnplement the
controller once more and measure the steady-state force, f,Cf,, 6%).f,is then
obtained from Eq. (5.18):

a

(iii)

Using f, and f 2 , the estimated values of k, and Xe = Ici - &ye , are then
determined by simuitaneously solvùig Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) as follows:

The estimated environmental parameters c m then be used in Eq. (5.7) for the purpose of
force control.

5.3.2

Simdation Study

The rnethod described in Section 5.3.1 was first tested in the simulation prograrn. The
benchmark test was the application of a desired force of lOOON to an environment with a
pure stiffness of 70000N/m. The environment was located at x, = 0.13 m (refer to
Fig. 3.2 for coordinates information) and the end-effector was initially just in touch with
the environment.
With reference to Fig. 5.2, using the impedance mode1 (2.4c), the implement was first
cornmanded to penetrate 2cm into the environment

(X,= 0.1 1 m)

while the force

set-point was set to zero (f,= ON). The steady-state force was then measured

as f, = 173 N. After 10s the force reference changed to f,= 1000 N. The steady-state
end-effector force reached fUr,
~ 5= ~
f, +
) f2 = 1047 N. From Eqs. (5.2 1) and (5.22),
the environmental parameters were estimated as:
*

ie = O. 1298 m , k, = 69365 N/m
Note that the accuracy of the estimations depends on obtaining steady-state force
responses. To ensure this, the damping ratio of the target impedance must be high.

The environmental parameters estimated above were then used along with Eq. (5.7) to
determine the reference position in order to regulate end-effector force. The result is
shown in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.4 shows the response for a different impedance model

[model (2.4a)l. In both cases, the steady-state force was accurately regulated, although
the transient responses were different as expected.
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5.3.3

E,uperimenfalEvaluafions

This method was also applied to the hydraulic test station described in Chapter 3. The
benchmark test was to apply a 500N force to two types of springy environments: a low
stiffness

environment

(k, = 20000N/rn)

and

a

high

stiffness

environrnent

(k, = 43000 N/m). The end-effector was initially placed approximately 0.5 to 2cm away
from the environrnentFigure 5.5 shows the results of off-line identification pertaining to the low stiffness
environment. The manipulator was commanded to first move 2,

= -0.050

m, in the

vertical direction, towards the environrnent (Le., 3cm into environment); then, change the
reference force f?om zero to f,= 5OON. Following the sarne procedure as outlined in
the simulation study, the environmental parameters were deterrnined as:

2e =-0.0222111

,

ke =11739N/rn

The results of the force regdation, using the above values are shown in Fig. 5.6.

The results pertaining to the high stiffness environrnent are shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8.
As is seen fiom Fig. 5.7, using 2,

= -0.030

m and f,= 600N leads to the following

parameters:
.L

2e= -0.0050 m , k,

= 40000 N/m

Figure 5.8 shows the force control response using the above parameters. Control signals
pertaining to Figs. 5.6 and 5.8 are compared in Fig. 5.9.
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5.4

Force Control using On-line Parameters Estimation

5.4.1

Derivafion of the Metlrud

The method described above, although quite simple, requires the estimation to be done
off-Iine. Thus, it is prone to fail for cases whereby the properties of the environment vary

during the operation. Furthemore, for stiff environments, large forces are normally
required to generate enough deformation for identification purposes. In this section, we
explore the idea of estimating the environmental parameters k, and x, on-line, and
computing the required reference position, x , in real-time. Recall from Section 5.1 that

if x, and k, are known a priori, then speciQing x

.as

xr = x,

Jr yields perfect force
+-

k,

regulation. This observation suggests defining x ,as

where 2, and

k,

are estimates of x, and k , , respectively. Following the formulation

developed by Seraji and Colbaugh (1997), consider the following relationships based on

Eq. (5-1):

where

ix
= kieis an estirnate of k, = k,x,

and f can be viewed as a 'prediction' of f

based on the current environmental estimates

=&k,

and

(=[#,

#,Ir

=[x

, such that

f^ +f

Let

4,

-114

The objective is to devise a scheme for adjusting
-.f

m d 2,.

=

ke- k,,

.Differencing Eqs.(5.24)and(5.25)yields

f-f

error'

6

as t

-t m .

(5-26)

k,

and

l xbased
, on the

The desirability of the objective

dernonstrated as follows. From Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) with f ^ =.f , we have
A

f = k,x - k , ~ =, -k,(x, - x )

i-fr

'prediction

f +f

is

where Eq. (5.23) is used. Ernploying the target impedance as described by Eq. (2.4~)~
rernoving (x, -x)

dependence in Eq. (5.27) and noting that if

f

= f , then

ke

is

constant, gives the following relation:

so that if

+f

k, > O, so

k,

then f

+f,or k, + -K. The latter situation is easily avoidable since

can be restricted to positive estirnates. Thus,

f^ +f

implies f

+f, as

desired.
The update laws for

ke and k,

to ensure

f +f , and thus f -+ f,, are derived using a

Lyapunov-based approach. We fxst define a positive scalar Lyapunov function candidate

where

r is a (2 x 2) symmetric positive definite constant rnatrïx. If 4 is specified as

and differentiating (5.29) using Eqs. (5.30) and (5.26) gives

which is negative semi-definite. Eqs. (5.29) and (5.31) suggest that if
according to Eq. (5.30), then f +f as r
definition we know that

# is adjusted

+ a,which irnplies f +f, as

t

-t

m . By

Therefore,

and

where

r=

Yi

O

and, y , and y

are positive scalar constants. The a.bove relation

-

Y2
Ieads to the Folowing set of equations:

(5 -35 )

Thus, the complete force-tracking scheme, based on on-line identification, can be
summarized as

Dkcussion

5.4.2

1. The above scheme uses a certainty equivalence approach, Le., the environmental

parameters x, and k, are estimated on-line, and the estimates .Ce and

Le are used to

compute x, in Eq. (5.23). Note that the preceding analysis demonstrates that f + f,
as r

-+ m using this approach, whether .Y,

and k , are identified or not. Narendra and

Annaswamy (1989) discussed that such schemes tend to be robust to unmodeled
effects and sensor noise which is very attractive for the purpose of this study. The
dynamics of the hydraulic system in the Unimate robot are highly nonlinear and
contain many uncertainties that cannot be adequately rnodeled. Furthermore, the force
sensor used in this thesis is a rugged, in-house built sensor with a *15N noise level.

2. Substituting Eq. (5.26) into (5.30),

and differentiating Eq. (5.29) using Eq. (5.30) yieids

v

is negative semi-definite in

& thus, convergence of the parameter error, 4, to zero

cannot be guaranteed. Indeed, convergence of

# requires a persistent excitation

condition that is very unlikely to be realized in practice, because x typicdly varies
very little during contact with the environment. This is the reason for minimizing the
prediction error, .f-.f

, as the control objective since it is obtainable and ensures

f +f,, as desired. Furthermore, Eqs. (5.36) may not ensure the boundedness of 4

in the presence of unmodeled effects, and so does not guarantee that

k,

and 2,

remain bounded. Therefore, it is necessary to keep these estimates in the compact
sets

/;, c [k^é

,e1

and .tec

r-^+l.
.Y,

,..,

which is a comrnon practice in parameter

estimation rnethods. It is noted that selecting lower and uppet bounds for

kc and 2,

is practical, since this requires only very consenrative information concerning k, and

3. Eqs. (5.36) ensures that x, , X, , and x, remain bounded, provided f, is bounded.

This is important because the boundedness of the reference trajectory and its
derivatives is a necessary condition for stability of virtually any proposed impedance
controller.

5.4.3

SimuCufionSfudy

The above contro1Ier has been tested in the simutation. The benchmark test was sarne as
the one descnbed in Section 5.3.2. Fi,oure 5.10 illustrates the force regulating capability

of the presented method as applied to an environment with a stiffness of k, = 70000 N/m.
Environmental

k, (O)

parameters were initially estimated to be

2, (O) = 0.1 5 m and

= 35000 N and the two controller parameters, y, = 2 and y 2 = 1, were adjusted to

provide the best possible performance for this environment. Figure 5.1 1 illustrates how

the estimated parameters change in this scheme. With respect to this figure, the steadystate values of the estimated parameters are:
*

2, = 0.1446m , k,

= 34956N/rn

These estimations are obviously far away from the actual environmental parameters
(x, = O. 13 m and

k, = 70000 Nlm). It was observed that these estimates are highly

dependent on the vaIues of the initial estimations. Nevertheless, the end-effector force is
regulated accurately. This is due to the fact that convergence of the prediction error,

7- f

was the control objective. Therefore, the scheme always works with the

combination of values of environmental position and stiffness to determine the
appropriate reference position. For exampIe, given the exact parameters, the reference
position, to regdate f,= 1000 N at the end-point, is determined as:

Given the estimates of the parameters, the reference position is determined as

which provides an end-effector force, f = k, (x - x,) = 980 N, at the end-point.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the performance of the controller in regulating the endeffector forces on low stifiess and high stiffness enviroments, respectively. The same
initial and controller parameters as in the previous test were used. Both tests produced
good force regulating pe~ormances.The slow response for the low stiffhess test and
hunting for the high stiffness environment were quite expected. For example, with
reference to Fig. 4.1, we have
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Fig. 5.10.On-line parameters estimation method force response
for benchmark environment ( k, = 70000 N/m) (simulations)
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Fig. 5.12.On-line parameters estimation method force response
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Fig. 5.13. On-line parameters estimation method force response
for high stiffhess environment ( k, = 140000N/m) (simulations)

It is seen that an increase in environmental stiffness increases the undamped natural
frequency of the system and decreases the damping ratio. Together with small
unavoidable positioning errors due to the imperfect NP1 position controller, the results
exhibit an overshoot and some sustained oscillations.
To bnng fiirther insight into the performance of the controller described above, more
simulations were performed using variations on the values of the controller parameters,
yl and y ? , as well as the initial estimates. Figure 5.14 shows the system's response
when the end-effector was initially positioned 7cm away fiom the environment's free
surface. Figure 5.15 shows the response when the end-effector was already positioned
almost 3cm into the environment's free surface (contact force was = 2000N). These
results cari be compared with Fig. 5.10 in which the end-effector was placed just in
contact with the environment. Figure 5.14 illustrates a stable contact even though the
control signal shows saturation at the start of the motion, meaning that the end-effector
approaches the environment with full speed.
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Fig. 5.14.On-line pararneters estimation method force response for benchmark
environment ( k, = 70000 N/m) and end-eEector initially -7cm away
fiom the environment surface (simulations)
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Fig. 5.15. On-line pararneters estimation method force response for benchmark
environment (k, = 70000 N/m) and end-effector initiaily -3cm
into the environment surface (simulations)

Figures 5-16 and 5-17 show the effect of the variation of the initial estimation of the
environmental stiffness,

&(O),

on the force regulating response. From Eq. (5.23),

inversely affects the position reference, x ,; thus,

k, (O)

ic

invenely affects the resulting

contact force at the start of the motion- Since the initial estimation of the environment
location, ..,(O),

was 2cm away from the actual location of environment, an over-

estimation of initial environmental stiffness (see Fig. 5.16) causes the position reference
to initially move even farther away fiom the environment's free surface. This can
produce a delay :in estabIishing contact. On the other hand, under-estimating the
environmental stifiess may cause the position reference to penetrate into the
environment more than required, giving rise to an overshoot (see Fig. 5.17). Therefore, if
a Iarge overshoot is to be avoided, environment stiffness should initially be over-

estimated rather than under-estimated.
Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show the effect of the initial estimation of the environmental
location, X,(O). From Eq. (5.23),

X, directly affects both the position reference, x

consequently the resulting contact force.

.,

and

If the environmentai location is initially

estimated as being far away fiom the actual location, x,, this introduces a delay in the
force response in a similar manner as over-estimating

k, (O)

. On the other hand, if the

environment location is initially estimated to be deep within the actuaI environment
location, this may cause a large overshoot as seen in Fig. 5.19. Therefore, to avoid force
overshoot, the initial estimation of environment location should be away fkom the actual
environment location.

Time (s)

Fig. 5.16. On-line parameters estimation method force response for benchmark
environment ( k, = 70000 N/m) and initially over-estimated
environmental stiffiess ( (0) = 10x k, )
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Fig. 5.17. On-line parameters estimation method force response for benchmark
environment ( ke = 70000 N/m) and initially under-estimated

environmental stiffhess ( k e(O) = 0.1 x ke )
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Fig. 5.18. On-line parameters estimation method force response for benchmark
environment ( k, = 70000 N/m) and environmental location initially
estimated 10cm away from its actual location ( 2, (O) = x, + 0.100 )
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Fig. 5.19. On-line parameters estimation method force response for benchmark
environment ( k, = 70000 N/m) and environmental Location initially
estimated I Ocm beyond its actual location ( X e (0) = xe - 0.100 )

Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show the eEect of the variation of controller parameter y , . As is
seen ffom these figures, the controller is rather insensitive to the variation of this
parameter. The effect of y, on the response was atso studied. Figures 5.22 to 5.25 show
the results of changing y,.
- With reference to Fig. 5.22, it is seen that even eliminating
this gain, Le., y,- = 0 , has no sipificant effect on the performance of the controller.
However, increasing y l , though still rather insensitive (see Fig. 5-24), may lead to
sustained oscilIations during the steady-state case (see Fig. 5.25). This is evidenced by
the observation that y, partly acts as a gain to the integral of force error [see Eq. (5.36)].

The control aigorithm described by (5.36) was applied to the hydraulic test station. The
controller parameters were set to y, = 2 and y 2 = 1 which provided the best possible
response for the Iow stiffness environrnent (-10,00ON/m). The response for the high
stiffiess environment (-42,00ON/m) was then evaluated using the same controller gains.
The benchmark tests fiom Section 5.3.3 were applied here*Fig. 5.26 shows the test result
for force control on the low stifiess environment. Initial estimations of ke(0)= 7000N/m

and

Xe(O) = 0.02 m were used for this environment.

The high stiffness environment was

tested with initial estimations of k,(0)= 35000Nlm and 2e(0)= 0.02111.

Figure 5.27

shows the experimental force control response on the high stiffhess environment. Figure

5.28 compares the control efforts. Note that the control signals are srnooth and do not
chatter.
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Fig. 5.27. On-line parameters estimation method force response on
a high stiffness environment ( k, = 42000 N/m) (expenment)
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(a) Low stifiess environment (Fig. 5.26)
(b) High stifiess environment (Fig. 5.27)

S. 5

Force Control WifhoufExpCcit Paramefers Estimation

S. 5.1

Derivation of the Method

In the previous section, it was shown that on-Iine estimation of the environmental
parameters, ke and

Xe,

do not necessady converge to the correct values. However, the

combined estimated parameters, when used within Eq. (5.23), produce an appropriate
position reference to regulate the contact force.

This section focuses on generating the reference position directIy and without explicit
identification of the environmental parameters. An extensive Iiterature survey identified
the direct adaptive scheme developed by Seraji and Colbaugh (1997) as the only method

suitable to be adopted for force control of PBIC of hydraulic actuators. Therefore, this
method is explored here.
The underlying concept of this scherne is the generation of the reference position, >c,,
on-line as a fûnction of force tracking error, e = fr - f :

where k , ( r ) and k, ( t ) are adaptive gains acting on the force error e(r) and the error rate
é ( t ) , respectively. g ( r ) is the awiliary signal to be generated by an adaptation scheme.

The target irnpedance given in (2.4a) is used here, since using the impedance models
(2.4b) and (2.4~)result in the appearance of X, and x, terms in the error dynarnics
equation which is undesirable for the subsequent control-law development. Rewriting the
error dynarnics equation (5.4),

and substituting xr fkom the control law (5.39) into the error dynamics (5.40). yields
ë ( t ) + a ( t ) - e ( t ) + b(t) e(t) = f (r)

where
a @ )=

c + Kkek, ( t )

M
K + k, + Kk,k, ( t )
b(r) =
M

(5.41)

a(r), b(t) , f ( t ) in (5.42) contain both fixed system parameters and adjustable controller

gains. Force error dynamics (5.41) c m be written in state space as

where E(r) = [e(t) ë(t)]'is the 2x 1 force/force-rate error vector or the state vector of the
adjustable system. Now let the desired behavior of e ( t ) be described by the following
second-order homogeneous differential equation:

where e, is the desired behavior of the force tracking error, and 5 and o are the
user-specified damping ratio and undamped natural frequency of the force error

dynarnics, respectively. Rewriting (5.44) in state space, the following 'reference model'
is obtained:

= DE,

'

where E, ( t ) = [e, (t) ë, (t)] is the 2x 1 desired force error and force error rate vector.
Since the reference model (5.45) is stable, there exist syrnrnetnc positive-defînite
constant 2x2 matrices P =
equation for the reference model (5.49, Le.,

which satise the Lyapunov

The initial values of the desired and actual responses are often the same, and hence the
initia1 error is usually zero, Le.,

Thus, the solution o f the homogeneous equation (5.44) is identically zero: E,,, ( t )= O for
al1 i . Now, the goal is to find the appropriate time functions a([), b(i) and f (r) such that

the state of the adjustable system (5.41), Le., [e(t) è(&)IT,tends to that of the reference
mode1 (5.44), Le., >[em
(f)

'

e, (t)] ,asymptotically. Subtracting (5.44) fiom (5.4 I),

is obtained, or in the state-space form,

where E = E - E, = [(e - e, ) (é - è,

)] ' is

the adaptation error vector.

Defining a

scalar positive-definite Lyapunov function candidate

where Qo , Ql and Q2 are arbitrary constant positive scalars, P is given by (5.46), and

a*, b* andf are functions of time to be specified later.
Difierentiating V with respect to tirne, we obtain

Rearranging:

in which,
[[e

.][O

O (24b.1-a)
(~'-~)]+[0 fI)PE=(f+e(~2-b)+<(2~w-a~)b2(e-em~+P3(~-~m))

Substituting fiom (5.46) and (5.47) and summarizlng:

where

= p,e

+ p, è

is the weighted forceKorce-rate error. Now, for the adaptation

error E to vanish asyrnptotically,

v

must be negative-definite in E . For this purpose, it

is considered that the following relations hold:

which causes the time derivative of the Lyapunov function to be reduced to:

Now, let f' ,b' and a' be defined as follows:

where Q,', Q;, and 0:
-- are zero or positive constants.

v

then simplifies to

which is negative-definite in E , and hence the system descnbed by (5.49) is stable. From

(5.52) and (5.54), ihe laws for adjusting f; a and b are:

where, q(t) = o , e ( t )

+ w,e(t), w, = p2 and o, = p, . Substituting (5-43) into (5.57),

adaptation gains to be used in the control law (5.39) are found as follows:

the

where w, and w, are the positive position and velocity weighting factors. a , , Pland 7 ,
are the positive integral adaptation gains. a,,

Pz

and y, are the nonnegative

proportional adaptation gains. g(O), k, (O) and k, (O) are the initial values chosen to
provide an appropnate initial reference position signal and initial proportional and
derivative gains for the controI system.
Substituting tems fiom (5.58) into control law (5.39), one arrives at the following
relation:

where k, ( t ) = ap, + a20, + k, ( t ) is the proportional gain, k; = a,w , is the integral
gain, k; ( t )= a,o,

+ k, (r)

is the derivative gain, and x, (O) = g(0) .

By studying

Eq. (5.59), one can observe that the reference position trajectory, x, ( t ), is actually
generated by a PID controller driven by the force tracking error, e ( t ) . Further, it is well

known that the contact force,f, measured by the sensor is often a noisy signal. Hence,
direct differentiation of this signal to obtain ë = A - f is undesirable. One approach is
to filter the signal to remove the high frequency noise, and then to differentiate the

filtered force signal (Volpe, 1990). An alternative approach is to replace e in (5.58) and
(5.59) by -k,X

as detailed below (Khatib and Burdick, 1956):

Substituting (5.60) into (5.58) and (5.59), the final control law is given below:

where A , =y,k,,

4= y 2 k , and w v = L U $ , .

The controller was first tested in simulations. The test benchmark was the same as in
Section 5.3.2, Le., to regulate a lOOON force on an environment with a pure stiffness o f

k, = 70000 N/m, located at x, = 0.13 m. The end-ef5ector was initially placed to be just
in touch with the environment. The controller parameters were set to:

which provided the best possible performance for the benchmark test. Figure 5.29 shows
the response. The response for the low stifbess and high stiffness environments were

then evaluated using the same controller gains.

Figures 5.30 and 5.31 show the

responses.
The effect of positioning the end-effector was also studied. Figure 5.32 shows the
system's response when the end-effector was initially positioned 7cm away fiom the
environment's free surface. Figure 5.33 shows the response when the end-effector was
positioned = k m into the surface of the environrnent (which produced a 2OOON contact
force). Figure 5.32 illustrates a stable contact in spite of a non-zero approach velocity
Figure 5.33 shows a smooth transition to a lOOON

with respect to the environrnent.

desired force without Iosing contact.
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Fig. 5.29. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark
environrnent ( k, = 70000 N/m) (simulations)
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Fig. 5.31. Direct adaptive force control response for high stiffhess
environment (k, = i4OOOO Mm) (simulations)
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Fig. 5.32. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
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Fig. 5.33. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
( k, = 70000 ) and end-effector initiaIIy -3cm into
the environment surface (simulations)

As in the previous controller, to bring fuaher insight into the performance of this
controllergthe effects of al1 control gains were studied using the benchmark test.
Sensitivi. to o p and w, : These two parameters are gains which affect a11 three

adaptation gains, g(t) , k , ( t ), k, (1) in (5.61). The effect of increasing or decreasing o p
on the response are s h o w in Figs. 5.34 and 5.35. It is seen that w, acts more or less like
the gain of a proportional controller. Increasing o pincreases the speed of response and
may cause an overshoot; decreasing it, on the other hand, slows the response. Figures

5.36 and 5.37 show that o, acts more or less like the gain of a denvative controller. It
actually affects the damping ratio of the system response.
Sensitivity to iilitia1 values of adnptation gains, g(0), k , (O) and k , (O): Figures 5 -38

and 5.39 show the response of the controller to variation in g(~).g ( ~reflects
)
the initial
)
moves the end-effector
value of the position reference, x, . Increasing g ( ~ initially

farther from the environrnent (note the positive direction is assurned to be upward). This
rnay cause a slower response (see Fig. 5.38). On the other hand, a smallg(0) tends to
move the end-effector closer to the environment. With reference to Fig. 5.39, an
overshoot may be inevitable when g(0) is chosen to be small.

Figure 5.40 shows the response when the initial value for the P-type adaptation gain,
k , (O),was increased. This caused k , (t) in (5.61) to stay large for a long period of time.
A large value for k , (f), as expected, causes an oscillatory output (position reference) and

therefore an oscillatory force response. The higher the value of k , t ) , the higher the
frequency of the oscillations and the Iarger the overshoot (see Fig. 5.41).

The effect of increasing and decreasing k,(0), on the response is seen in Figs. 5.42 and

5-43,respectively. k,(O) essentially changes the velocity feedback term of the controller
and therefore mainly influences the damping of the response.
Sensitivity to a, aizd a*: Figures 5.44 and 5.45 show the effect o f variation of a,.With

reference to (5.61), a, ultimately affects terms in the controller that are essentially
proportional to, or integral of the force error. Therefore, increasing a, tends to induce
oscilIations.
Considering the controller (5.61) as a PID controller with adaptive gains, a, directly
&cts

proportional and denvative gains with opposite effects on the response. Tests with

a relatively wide range of a, showed that the response has no significant sensitivity to
this parameter. This is seen fIom Figs. 5.46 and 5.47 whereby a, increased up to 10000
times,

Sensitivi~to

p,, P,, A, andA2 : With reference to Eq.

(5.61), the effect of these

parameters on the controller performance is rather complicated and not straightfonvard.
Extensive simulations were performed which only allowed arriving at very general
understanding of the effect of these parameters. With respect to Figs. 5.48 and 5.49, the
response is not sensitive to

p, . A very high value for this parameter, however, promotes

sustained oscillations. On the other hand, the controiler performance was found more
sensitive to p, . Increasing ,O2 by a factor of five caused a noticeable overshoot (see Fig.

5.50); decreasing it by a factor of five produced a significantly slowed response (see Fig.
5.51). Therefore, great care should be taken when choosing a value for this parameter.
Similarly, more care should be taken in choosing A, than in choosing A2 (see Figs. 5.52
to 5.55).
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Fig. 5.34. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
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Fig. 5.35. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
(k, = 70000 N/m) and small op= 0.80 x (5 x 10") : simulations
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Fig. 5.36. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
( k, = 70000 N h ) and large w, = 10 x (1 x 1O-' ) : simulations
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Fig. 5.37. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
(k, = 70000 N/m) and small o,= 0.1 x (1 x 10" ) : simulations
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Fig. 5.38. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
( k, = 70000 Mm) and g(0) set far frorn the environment
( g(0) = 0.13 + 0.07 ): simulations
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Fig. 5.39. Direct adaptive force control response for benchrnark environment
(k,= 70000 N h )and g(0) set into the environment
(g(0) = 0.13 - 0.07 ): simulations
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Fig. 5.40. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
( k , = 70000 N/m) and large k, (O) = 0.0 + 0.002 : simulations
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Fig. 5.41. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
( k, = 70000 N/m) and very large k, (O) = 0.0 + 0.004 : simulations
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Fig. 5.42. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
(k,= 70000 N/m) and large k, (O) = 1-20 x (5.5 x 10" ) : simulations
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Fig. 5.43. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark enviromnent
( k, = 70000 N/m) and srnall k, (O) = 0.80 x (5.5 x 1O-' ) : simulations
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Fig. 5.46. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
(k, = 70000 N/m) and large a? = 1000x (1 x 10") : simulations
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Fig. 5.17. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
(k, = 7OOOON/m) and very large a2 = 10000x (1 x 10") : simulations
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Fig. 5.48. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
(k, = 70000 Nim) and large ,O, = 10 x (1 x 1O-') :simulations
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Fig. 5.49. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
( k, = 70000 N/m) and small ,û, = 0.1 x (1 x 1O-' ) : simulations
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Fig. 5.50. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
( k, = 70000 N/m) and large ,û, = 5 x (1 x 1O-') : simulations
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Fig. 5.52. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environrnent
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Fig. 5.53. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environrnent
( k, = 70000 N/m) and srnaIl A, = 0.1 x (2 x 1 0 4 ) :simulations
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Fig. 5.54. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark environment
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Fig. 5.55. Direct adaptive force control response for benchmark enviromnent
( k , = 70000 N/m) and srnaIl
= 0.1 x (1 2 x 1O-*): simulations

5.5.3

Ekperimerrtal Evahations

The control algorithm described by (5.61) was then applied to the hydraulic test station.
The controller parameters were chosen as:
O,

=7 ~ 1 0 "

W. = 1 ~ 1 0 - ~

These parameters .-were adjusted to provide the best response for the low stifmess
environment (-10,00ON/m).

The response for the high stiffness environment

(-42,0OON/m) was then evaluated using the same controller gains. Although the scheme

did not need estimation of environrnental parameters, there were too many pararneters to
be adjusted in this method. The same benchmark tests as in Section 5.3.3 were applied
here. Figures 5.56 and 5.57 show the test results for Iow stiffiess and high stiffiiess
environments, respectively. Figure 5.58 shows the control efforts. The controller did not
require knowledge of the environmental pararneters, x, and k,, and the control terms
were adjusted, on-line, based on the force tracking performance through e and ë . The
response for the high stifiess environrnent is faster and generally has a lower damping
ratio than the case of the low stiffness environment. Recall the relationship between the
reference force and the actual end-effector force in PBIC [Eq. (4.14)]:

Evidently when the environrnental stifiess, k,, increases, the undarnped natural
fiequency of the PBIC increases and the damping ratio decreases. Furthemore, fiom
14 1

Fig. 5.57 it is seen that the hunting effect is inevitable for high stiffness environments.
This is due to the accuracy of the NP1 position controller developed here. Position error
of 4.2" (see Chapter 3) for link 2 corresponds to =4-5mm error in the vertical position of
the end-effector. This error, for an environment with a stiffness of k,

r

10000N/m,

produces =45N force error.
Finally, due to the difficulty and limitations in tuning the eleven controller parameters
during the experiment, the expenmental results were much slower; and the controller did
not perfonn as well as it did in simulations.
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Fig. 5.57. Force control using direct adaptive scheme for
high stifhess environment ( k, z 42000 N/m) : experiment
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Fig. 5.58. Control signals pertaining to: (a) Low stifkess environment (Fig. 5.56)
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5.6

in tegral-based Position Reference Modificntion

Motivated by the discussion at the beginning of this chapter, we show here that force
regulation in PBIC c m be achieved by sirnply adding the integral of force error to the
position reference. We therefore derive the formulation and evaluate this method with the
goal of signieing the utilization of more advanced control techniques as outlined in the
previous sections.

5.6.1

Derivation of the method

Let the reference position trajectory,

.Y,,

be determined as

xr @)= xr ( O ) + Arr

( 5-62)

where the role of Ar, is to modifl x (O) in such a way that the resulting xr will drive
the end-effector to produce a desired contact force, f,,in steady-state. A

should be

generated on-line to enable f to converge to f,.Defining the quadratic performance
function y as

which needs to be minimized with respect to Ar,. The forcef; in steady-state, is given
by Eq. (5.6) as

Assuming that the position controller of the PBIC (refer to Fig. 4.1) is fast enough, one
can then use the steady-state f fiom (5.64) in the performance function

AY, should be appropriately selected to minimize y(&)

yl

:

dong the trajectay x , .

Since y(Arr) is quadratic, we c m use a simple steepest descent algorithm to adjust hr

.,

i.e. fi, = -pq, where p is the step size and q is the gradient of y with respect to

- Each component of

Ar

can be easily shown to be

and finally;

where

r =&

is a constant non-negative gain. This algorithm is actually Whitney's

accommodation strategy (1977), with the addition of a reference force. It was frrst used
by Lasky and Hsia (1991) for force regulation of direct drive robots employing torquebased irnpedance control.

5-6-2 SimuCationStudy

The benchmark test for the simulation was the same as the one that was used in Section
5.3.2, i.e., to regulate a lOOON force on an environment with a pure stiffhess of

k, = 70000N/m, located at x, = 0.13 m. The end-effector was uùtially placed to be just
in touch with the environment, and the value for x, (O) was set to the current location of
the end-effector, i.e., xr(0)=0.13m. The gain of the integrator, T, was adjusted to
7x

IO-^

to give the best possible response for the environment with the stiffhess of

k, = 70000Nlm (the benchmark test). The response for low s t f i e s s , k, = 7000Nlm,

and high stifiess, k, = 140000Nlm, environments were then evaluated using the sarne
gain.
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Fig. 5.59. Force control using integrai-based position reference modification
method for benchmark environment ( k, = 70000 N/m)

Fig. 5.59 illustrates the force regulating capability of the method as appiied to an
environment with stiffness of k, = 70000N/m. As is seen, this simple method can
regulate the force properly. However, like any other pure integral controller, the integrai
gain has to be kept small to avoid overshoot. This may result in a slow response as seen

in Fig. 5.59. Figures 5.60 and 5.61 show the performance of the scheme for low and high
stifkess environments, respectively.
Figure 5.62 shows the system's response when the end-effector was initially positioned
7cm above the environment's ftee surface. Figure 5.63 shows the response when the
end-effector was positio~edalmost 3cm penetrated into the environment's free surface
(contact force was initially 2000N). in al1 these tests, the initial value for the position
147

reference was set to the initial location of the end-effector. With reference to Fig. 5.62,
when the end-effector is located far away from the environment, the controller system
keeps integrating a large force error until the end-effector cornes into contact ~ 4 t hthe
environment. This causes an overshoot,
Figures 5.64 and 5.65 illustrate the effects of increasing and decreasing the integral gain,

r , by a factor of

10, respectively. Figure 5.64 exhibits a large overshoot and a very

oscillatory response as expected from an integral controIler with high integral gain. A
very small integrai gain, on the other hand, leads to a very slow response as seen in
Fig. 5.65.

5.6.3

ExperimenlalEvaluutions

The control aigorithm was aiso applied to the hydraulic test station. The integrai gain of
the controller was set to

r = 5 x 10d, which provided the best possible response for the

low stiffhess environment (d0,000Nh). The response for the high stiffness environrnent
(=42,000 Mn) was then evaluated using the s m e controller gain. The sarne benchmark
tests as in Section 5.3.3 were applied here. Figure 5.66 shows the test result for force
control on the low stiffiiess environment. Figure 5.67 shows the experimentd force
control response on the high stifiess environment. Figure 5.68 compares the control
efforts. As is seen, the control signals are smooth and do not chatter.

In short, this method is simple and works for regulating force in steady-state. However,
since it simply uses a pure integral of the force error to modi@ the trajectory, it does not
have a very good transient response especially for a wide range of environmental
stifiesses.
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Fig. 5.60. Force control using integral-based position reference modification
method for low stiffness environment ( k, = 7000 Mm): simulations
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Fig. 5.61. Force control using integral-based position reference modification
method for high stiffness environment (k, = 140000N/m): simulations
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Fig. 5.62. Force control using integral-based position reference modification
method for benchmark environment (k,= 70000 N/m) and
end-effector initially 7cm away from environment surface: simulations
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Fig. 5.63. Force control using integral-based position reference modification
method for benchmark environment (k, = 70000 N/m) and
end-effector initially 3cm into the environment surface: simulations
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Fig. 5.64. The effect of increasing integral gain ( r = 10 x (7 x 10") ) on integral-based
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Fig. 5.66. Force control using integral-based position reference modification method
for low stiffness environment ( k, = 10000 N/m): experirnent
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Fig. 5.67. Force control using integrai-based position reference modification method
for high stiffness environment ( k, = 42000 N/m): experiment
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Fig. 5.68. Control signals pertaining to: (a) Low stifiess environment (Fig. 5.66)
(b) High stiffhess environment (Fig. 5.67)

5.6.4

ModtjZcntion to the In tegral-Based Meflrod

As was discussed in Section 4.2.4, the rate-varying integral method has shown better
performance than the conventional integral method by providing the opportunity to use a
much higher integral rate while preventing overshoot significantfy. Therefore, this
method is incorporated into the integral-based controller introduced earIier with the goal
of improving its performance. Recall fiom (5.67)
hr=r&fr
-ml

A.., = A..,

+T(fr - f ) A r

Adding the rate-varying factor leads to

where X is the Cartesian velocity of the end-effector and a is a constant. This simple
modification to the integral-based force contro1 method was tested in both simulations

and experiments. Typical results are s h o w in Figs. 5.69 to 5.71. Figure 5.69 illustrates
the simulation results of the modified integral on the benchmark test. The controller
parameters were a = 0.08 and T = 7 x 104,

which produced the best response.

Figure 5.70 shows the system's response when the end-effector was initially positioned
7cm away from the environrnent's fkee surface.

Figure 5.71 shows the response when

the end-effector was already positioned almost 3cm penetrated into the environrnent's
fiee surface (contact force is initially 2000N). Finally, Fig. 5.72 compares these three
results with those obtained fkom the original integral-based method. This cornparison
shows some improvement over the original integral method. However, due to the
noniinearity involved in the modified method and the fact that the integral gain increases

during the steady-state, the responses exhibit hunting phenomenon.
Finally, Figs. 5.73 and 5.74 show the experimental results of the rate-varying integral
method for controlling a 500N force on low stiffness ( k, = 10000 N/m) and high stifmess

(k, = 42000N/m) environrnents, respectively. Both results show improvement over the
previous controller. Figure 5.75 shows the control signals pertaining to these
experimental tests.

Time (s)

Fig. 5.69. Force control using rate-varying integral-based position reference
modification method for benchrnark environment (k, = 70000 Nhn):
simulations
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Fig. 5.70. Force control using rate-varying integral-based position reference modification
method for benchmark environment (k, = 70000 N/m) and
end-eîfector initially 7crn away from environment surface: simulations
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Fig. 5.71. Force control using rate-varying integral-based position reference modification
method for benchmark environment (k, = 70000 N/m) and
end-effector initially 3crn into the environrnent surface: simulations
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Fig. 5.73. Force control using rate varying integral-based position reference modification
method for low stifiess environment (k, = 10000 N/m): experirnent
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Fig. 5.71. Force control using rate varying integral-based position reference modification
method for high stiffness environment ( k, = 42000 N/m): experiment
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Fig. 5.75. Control signals pertaining to: (a) Low stiffness environment (Fig. 5.73)
(b) High stiffness environment (Fig. 5.74)

In this section the drawback of using impedance control to regulate the end-effector force
was outlined. It was then s h o w that if knowledge about the environment's position and

stiffhess exists, one may use it to adjust the reference trajectory to achieve the desired
force tracking/regulation. Existing techniques for force regulation, using the impedance
control concept, were adapted and modified as required to improve the force control
capability of the PBIC. Comprehensive simulation studies were perfonned followed by
experiments, through formally designed set of tests, aiming at evaluating their capability

in force regulation of hydraulic manipulators. In particular, the effect of environmental

stiffness and, to a certain extent, discontinuity at the work-piece contact were studied.
These experiments have allowed u s to draw some usefil conclusions about the
performance of al1 four techniques in the context of a specific task.
The first method was based on the off-line environmental estimation by Lu and
Goldenberg (1995). This method was simple and effectively estirnated the location and
stiffness of various environments through a two-step identification process. However,
since it is an off-line method, it cannot work well for cases where the environmental
parameters Vary during the operation. Furthermore, for stiff environments, large forces
are required to generate rneasurable deformations for reliable identification.
The on-line environmental estimation scheme by Seraji and Colbaugh (1997) was then
employed within the context of hydraulic functions to modiS the position reference in
reai-time. This scheme, named the indirect adaptive scheme, with only two controller
parameters and two initial estimates of the environmental parameters, was found to be
quite simple to apply and produced better performance. However, it did not converge to
the actual environmental parameters. Nevertheless, the scheme perforrned very well in
regulating the end-effector force both in low stiffness and in high stiffness environments
without adjusting the controller gains.

A variation of the above scheme, named the direct adaptive scheme (Seraji and
Colbaugh, 1997), for rnodi@ing the position reference was also irnplemented- The
controller contained eleven parameters and was found to be very sensitive to some of the
parameters. It was therefore very hard to tune and subsequently produced experimental
results no better than its indirect counterpart.

An integral based position-reference modification rnethod was d s o employed which

modifies the position reference by simply adding the integral of the force error to it. This
method was simple and produced results with poor transient responses. Further
modification to this simple method, using the concept of rate-varying integration,
improved the transient responses. However, the final results did not show any
improvement over the indirect adaptive scheme.

Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions

The present study is concemed with the problem of enabling a Unimate MK-II hydraulic
manipulator to interact with environments within an impedance control framework.
Impedance control was preferred over hybrid control because of its known ability to
accommodate stable transition between unconstrained and constrained motions. A
position-based formulation of impedance control is best suited to this application because
of the diffkulty in implementing controlled torques on hydraulic actuators. It was
discussed that the quality of a position-based impedance controller highiy depends on the
tracking and regulating performances of its nested positioner. Three novel nodinear
modifications to a conventional proportional-integrd (PI) controller increased its highGequency low-amplitude tracking capability by an order of magnitude, as applied to the
rugged Unimate hydraulic manipulator. The resdting nonlinear PI positioner accurately
tracked position trajectories to within seven encoder resolutions (0.2"), and regulated
static trajectones to within only two encoder resolution widths (O.OjO).
positioner,

the

position-based

impedance controller

(PBIC)

was

Using this
successfülly

implemented. Various tests including trajectory tracking in environments with highly
discontinuous admittances were performed. In al1 these tests, the impedance controller
successfully replaced the actual manipulator dynamics with those of die target
impedance.
Further study revealed that force regulation within the impedance control frarnework is
difficult because the manipulator/environment contact force can only be controlled
indirectly by an appropriate choice of the reference position trajectory. It was also shown
that one may use knowledge of the environmental parameters (position and stiffness) to
adjust the reference trajectory in order to achieve the desired force. In this study,
previously existing techniques for force regulation within the impedance control
kamework have been adapted and rnodified in order to irnprove force control capability
of the PBIC in hydraulic manipulators. In rnodiSring the reference position trajectory,
two scenarios were examined. In one scenario, the reference position trajectory was
updated based on the estimation (obtained via off-line or on-line methods) of the
environmental parameters. In the other, the estimation was skipped through direct
adjustment of the reference trajectory.

The existing techniques for force regulation

within the impedance control frarnework were then compared for their capability to
regulate the hydraulic manipulator's force. The test results indicated that the off-line
environmental estimation method is simple and effective in estimating the location and
stifiess of various environments. However, its application needs to be lirnited to cases in
which the environmental parameters would not change during the operation. The on-line
environmental estimation method, aiso known as the indirect adaptive scheme, with few
controller parameters was quite simple to apply. This method, however, failed to

converge to the actual environmental pararneters. Nevertheless, the scheme successfully
regulated the end-effector force both in low and high stiffness environments. The method
of direct adaptive position reference modification contained too many pararneters to tune,

and appeared to be too sensitive to some of these parameters. Therefore, the method was
difficult to tune for its best performance. n i e integral-based position-reference
modification method, like any other conventional integral controller, produced results
with poor transient responses. The responses improved somewhat as a result of using the
concept of rate-varying integration. However, it did not show any irnprovement over the
indirect adaptive scheme. This justifies the use of advanced control techniques for the
force contrd probIem of hydraulic manipulators within the context of PBIC.
One contribution of this thesis is that al1 force-regulating techniques were, for the frst
time, implemented on an existing hydraulic robot (both in simulation and in experiment)
in similar environrnents and the results were compared. In particular, the influence
resulting from the change in the physical parameters in the mode1 or the controller was
independently studied using the simulation program. The simulations also confirrned that
the observations made fiom the experiments truly reflected the nature of the controller,
and not some unstmctured properties inherent in any real-world industrial system. The
simulation program closely resembled the real system. AI1 non-idedities such as
nonlinear hydraulic fimctions, saturation, £low deadband and stick-slip friction were
included in the simulation program.
Future work should include studying the effect of hydraulic cornpliance, valve
bandwidth, control saturation and dry friction on each of the aforementioned force
tracking approaches. These effects have not been explored, in the context of position-

based impedance control of hydraulic manipulators. Furthemore, the choice of target
impedance modeVparameters d l affect the performance of each approach. The research
reported in this thesis, can be continued by first studying the influence of second-order
target impedance parameters on the responses. Finally, a target impedance mode1 with
fixed gains may perform poorly during the transition frorn unconstrained to constrained
motion; thk aspect can also be investigated.
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Appendix
Dg and Dqk
Inertial Terms Di,
for the Unimate MK-II Hydraulic Manipulator
This appendix surnrnarizes the inertial terms Di , Dg and

Dqk

that appear in the

manipulator dynamics for the Unimate MKII 2000.
The dynamics of the rnanipulator is defined by equations (3.1 1):

where the last term, J~ F ,is the effect of end-point forces on joint torqueslforces
and the inertial terms are given by Eq. 3.12:
0, =

2
2

Trace

p=rnau(t.j)

Dy,=

p=rna.r(l.j.ki

where

Jp =

Trace

ri is

the joint torque/force at joint i, 1 ,is the jointAink i actuator inertia, J , is the

pseudo inertia rnatrix of link p , g = [g, g,
vector in the base coordinate system and

F,

gz
= Lyp

O]'

yp

is the gravitational acceleration
Zp

O]'

is the coordinates of

the center of gravity of linkp with respect to the same link coordinate system.

Terms

airepresent the effective inertia at joint

coupling inertia between joints i and j.

i and terms Dv ( i + j) represent the

Tems D f i represent the centripetal forces at joint i due to velocity at joint j and tems DGk
( j ;t k ) represent the Coriolis forces at joint i due to velocities at joints j and k.

Terms Di represent the gravity loading at joint î

